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ABSTRACT' 

A STUDY OF THE END POINT PATII PATII GEOMETRY IN METEOR BURST 
SYSTEMS USING A MICROCOMPUTER SIG AL LOGGER 

John C Worsnop CEng MIEE 

Radio propagation experiments generally need large amounts of data to be gathered 
over extended periods. This thesis describes the design of a signal logger for 
unattended gathering of signal statistics from a meteor burst radio path, using two 
receiving antennas. 
Using a VHF bfoadcast radio station as a signal source the data logger was used to 
investigate the properties of signals received with one antenna directed at the path mid 
point and a second at the receiving station zenith ( end point). Calculations of path loss 
at 0 and 50 MHz showed that the mid point path loss should be lower than the end 
point path loss by up to 3dB for ranges up to about 900km but higher above this range. 
Calculations for the 70MHz 1173km experimental path showed that the path loss for 
end point illumination should be in the order of ldB less than that for mid point. 
Results suggested a larger percentage of large amplitude signals on the end point 
antenna, but the mean end point path loss in the order of ldB greater than mid point. 
Burst durations were found to be lower on end point but not to the extent predicted by 
theory. The sampling rate of the data logger was initially thought to be the main 
contributory factor to this effect, but further experiments showed that this was not the 
case. 
Duty cycle of the two path geometries was also compared, and a computer model 
written, predicting a 4:1 advantage for mid point. Results confirmed the model, 
showing the advantage varying from 1.14 to 6.36 with a mean value of 4.0. This ratio 
shows a small reduction during periods of high shower activity. 
In conclusion, the data logger has been proven, its limitations discussed and the 
limitations and advantages of end point illumination investigated. 
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List of symbols used in this thesis 

f3 = the angle between the trail and the line joining the transmitter to receiver. 
(radians) 

0 = half the angle between the lines joining transmitter and receiver to the 
reflection point. (radians) 

TX 

RX 

q 

a 

h 

f 

p 
r 

p' 

= distance from the transmitter to the reflection point.(km) 

= distance from the receiver to the reflection point. (km) 

= transmitter 

• = receiver 

= TX antenna gain relative to an isotropic radiator 

= RX antenna gain relative to an isotropic radiator 

= electron line density of a meteor trail (electrons/m) 

= angle between the electric vector at the meteor trail and Rr. (radians) 

= average trail height (km). 

= frequency (MHz). 

= initial radius of a meteor trail (km). 

= transition wavelength (m). 

= transition frequency (MHz). 

= probability density of detection of a trail. 
= backscatter range from transmitter to trail.(km) 

= probability density associated with an artificial standard echo. 

dBm = dB relative to lm W in 50 ohms. 

G0 = maximum gain of an antenna relative to an isotropic radiator. 

a,b = azimuth and elevation angles of antenna system (radians). 

Pr = received power (W) 

Pt = transmitted power (W) 

PL = receiver threshold (W) 

A = effective echoing area of trail. (m2) 

D = the diffusion coefficient characterising the trail expansion with time. (m2/s) 



r0 = classical radius of the electron. (2.8178 x 10-15 m) 

= system wavelength. (m) 

L = half the length of the first Fresnel zone of a trail. 

v = meteor velocity. (m/s) 

b = angle between the z axis and the plane which is perpendicular at z = 0 to the 
bisector of the forward scattering angle. (radians) 

z = trail length co-ordinate, z = 0 is the trail mid point. 

= zenith angle of meteor radiant. (radians) 

P s = amplitude of standard echo. (W) 

t8 = duration of standard echo. (s) 

C0 = yearly average meteor intensity. 

N = standard echo rate. 

N0 p= path average duty cycle. 
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Section 1 

Introduction 

The work described by this thesis has two main objectives: 

I. To describe the design and use of a low cost microcomputer data logger for 

the study of the characteristics of the propagation of VHF radio signals by 

meteor burst mode. 

II. To use the data logger to study the effects on signal characteristics of 

antenna geometry. In particular, to study the effect of using a receiving 

antenna pointing overhead (end point illumination) as an alternative to the 

usual practice of pointing it at the path mid point. 

Objective (I) 

The first objective aims to encourage an interest in propagation studies in academic 

institutions, where financial constraints often preclude such work. 

Most meteor burst studies have been carried out using dedicated high power 

transmitters on remote sites. These require licencing and the approval of the local radio 

regulatory bodies. This generally takes time and can be expensive to achieve. Many 

projects undertaken by undergraduate and post graduate students have limited time and 

resources, and this tends to be a barrier to the study of meteor burst. 

Television and radio broadcasting stations have been used as beacons for many years 

by amateur radio operators to monitor propagation conditions. They act as a freely 

available resource for a number of possible propagation studies, both at HF and VHF. 

In the past, broadcast monitoring has been at the forefront of the initial discovery of 

many new radio propagation modes. Particularly in the discovery of the effects of 

meteors upon radio propagation (2). 



This experiment uses a high power FM radio broadcast signal source on the fringe of a 

UK amateur frequency allocation. This removes the requirement for licencing, and 

running costs of a remote transmitter site. It shows how, with simple equipment, a long 

or short term propagation experiment may be carried out without investment in a 

dedicated point to point link, and still produce useful and interesting results. 

The data logger itself is simple enough to be implemented in similar form on most 

inexpensive home microcomputers, with the addition of simple external hardware. 

Objective (II) 

Most meteor burst systems use antennas which are oriented to illuminate an area of the 

ionosphere over the approximate mid point of the path. This mid point illumination is 

generally assumed to optimise the use of the path by maximising its availability for 

communication. Of the three signal parameters, burst amplitude, duration and number 

of bursts per unit time, it is the combination of the last two which has the largest 

weighting when determining the capacity of a particular channel, when using fixed data 

rate systems. However, the signal amplitude increases in importance when adaptive 

data rate systems are used such as described in (3<.1). 

This research was prompted by a paper published in 1978 (6) stating that meteor burst 

path loss could be reduced by a factor of up to 3.8dB by the use of end point 

illumination. 

The use of end point illumination holds out the possibility of more efficient use of short 

range paths, or paths where local obstructions reduce the Fresnel zone clearances 

available for low angles of antenna elevation. If this path loss reduction is realisable in 

practice, then this geometry shows promise for such applications as mobile terminals 

where directional antennas may be difficult to use and omnidirectional antennas may be 

difficult to design. Any saving on transmitter power in the mobile or transportable field 
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would be advantageous. Space and frequency diversity are already used in radio 

systems and antenna elevation angle diversity utilising the end point path is a possible 

meteor burst application that may prove useful. 

As no extensive practical measurements of the end point path geometry appear to have 

been carried out the experimental work in this report includes a study of the use of this 

path geometry on a 1173 km East West path and its effects on burst amplitude 

duration and duty cycle. 

This report also extends the theoretical study of the effects of end point illumination on 

burst characteristics. It uses a more extensive model than (6) for the calculation of burst 

duration and amplitude, predicts the effect on path availability, and studies the effect of 

operation at higher frequencies. 
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Section 2 

Review of meteor burst propagation 

2.1 Introduction 

Beyond line of sight radio communication by scattering from the trails left by meteoric 

particles has generated much interest in recent years. Both military and commercial 

communicators are attracted to its reliability and security due to its low probability of 

intercept and jamming, and virtual independence from disturbance due to ionospheric 

changes. It also provides an inexpensive, easily installed alternative to HF or satellite 

circuits. 

2.2 Characteristics of meteors 

Every day, millions of particles or micrometeors are swept up by the Earth in its orbit 

round the sun. The majority of these particles burn up in the E region of the ionosphere 

at a mean height of about 100 km without reaching the ground, a few of the very large 

particles falling as meteorites. 

The particles vary in mass from about 0.1 µg to 10kg and sizes from 200µm to 80mm 

in diameter. Masses are distributed such that there is approximately the same total mass 

of each size of particle . Therefore there will be 10 times the number of particles of 

mass 0.lµg as there are of mass lµg etc. Their velocities on entry into the atmosphere 

vary from 11.3 to 72km/sec (20). As they collide with air molecules they leave behind 

a trail of ionised particles, mainly metal ions, and free electrons the trail taking the 

form of a long thin paraboloid with the meteor at the head. This trail can form a short 

lived reflecting or scattering medium for HF and VHF radio signals. The electron line 

density, a measure of ionisation, depends on the mass of the meteor. These trails can 

be utilised for the intermittent transmission of digital signals using a burst mode, or, if 
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the system is designed such that consecutive bursts overlap to give a continuous 

s ignal analogue transmission techniques may be employed. 

Meteors may be classified into two groups : 

(a) Shower meteors 

(b) Sporadic or random meteors 

Shower meteors are thought to be the remnants of comet tails going round the sun with 

well known and predictable orbits which intersect with the earth's orbit at the same 

time each year. They radiate from a fixed point in the sky and have names which relate 

to the constellation associated with that point. (ie the "Geminids" appear to radiate 

from the constellation of Gemini). Due to their relatively infrequent appearance they 

only provide short term enhancements to the communications capability of a meteor 

burst path. 

Of far greater importance are the sporadic or random meteors, as they are far mor,e 

numerous and occur all the year round. 

Sporadic meteors travel round the sun with no particular predictable orbit, and have no 

specific radiant point. Early work (23) established that the majority of useful sporadic 

meteors orbit the sun close to the plane of the ecliptic in the sam,e direction as he earth. 

This gives rise to a diurnal variation in met,eor activity giving a peak at around 0600 

( ocal ime a he path mid point) and a minimum at aro nd 1800. This can be 

explained by the fact that the morning side of he earth is travelling with the orbital 

velocity ·nto he main flux of meteors and hence the relative velocities of earth and 

meteor are greater. Simi arly the evening side of he earth is rotating away from the 

meteor ux and only me eors "th s fficient velocity are swept up by the earth's 

a mosphere. ere are lso easonal variations in average meteor activity with a peak 
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around mid July and a minimum in February due to the fact that the sporadic meteor 

orbits are not uniformly distributed along the earth s orbit. 

2.3 Historical perspective 

The effects of meteor trails on radio reception were first noted in 1929 (1) but it was 

only seen as a possible source of disruption to propagation. In 1931 (2) observations 

from he early 1920s were reported, and a first suggestion of correlation between major 

meteor showers and enhanced signals on broadcast reception was made. Only after 

World War 2 and the development of radar was this correlation confirmed. The 

University of Manchester's Jodrell Bank team produced much useful information 

about the phenomenon. Particularly, figures for the intensity of signals were 

calculated and compared with observed values (3). 

It should be noted that the majority of work performed to this date was based on back 

scatter, radar - like observations, and little exploitation of th,e medium for 

communications was attempted. 

The work accelerated in the mid 1950s with the experimental work of Eshelman and 

Manning at Stanford University (4). They described the properties of a forward scatter 

system with the transmitter and receiver at different geographical locations, as would 

be the case for a point to point communications link. A path loss formula was derived 

and compared with forward scatter measurements. This related the path loss and the 

angle of incidence of the transmitted ray to the trail. As will be seen this is one of the 

fundamental concepts used in this report. 

Much of this early work was aimed at utilising the continuous radio background signal 

produced by time-overlapping bursts at low frequencies. This would have enabled the 

continuous use of the meteor burst path for analogue signals such as speech. High 

power and relatively low frequencies (in the order of 20:MHz) were required, and such 
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systems could suffer interference, interception and jamming by normal ionospheric 

layer reflections. 

Digital communication by radio was of course in its infancy and the technology to 

utilise the transient path available with lower power at higher frequencies was 

complicated, bulky and expensive. Notwithstanding, Eshleman (15) described the 

effects of wavelength on information capacity for such a system, and suggested the use 

of shorter wavelengths to overcome the aforementioned interference problems. 

The issue of Proc. IRE containing reference 15 contained a whole series of papers on 

meteor burst communication including the description of two complete communication 

systems, one built by the team at Stanford (17), and the Canadian JANET system (5). 

Both of these systems utilised the intermittent signal for digital communications by 

transmitting a pilot signal and only sending data when the received signal was above a 

pre-determined threshold. They obtained long term data rates equivalent to the 50 baud 

telex systems available over HF radio at that time, but without the problems of security 

and interference to which such systems were prone. 

In 1960 (18) the Hughes Aircraft company developed an experimental air to ground 

system using Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) techniques for error correction. This 

allowed a minimisation of message start up delays and enabled information 

transmission to be continued until nearer to the end of the burst, hence allowing a 

greater throughput of information for a given path. 'This technique was also used with 

th C1OMET system (19) developed by SHAPE in the etherlands but they added 

diversity techniques and used a fixed point to point link. 

The classic 1964 review pap r (20) from the Central Radio Propagation Laboratory of 

the US ational Bureau of Standards described the characteristics of meteors and the 

refl cting properties of individual trails and outlined the statistical 1characteristics of 
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signals reflected by such trails. It represented a full survey of meteor burst 

communications systems and techniques to that date. 

Test results from traffic capacity measurements made on the COMET system were 

presented in 1978 in the AGARD conference publications (21). The transition between 

the long and short wavelength path loss formulae described by Sugar (20) was studied 

with measurements over the same path at 40 and 100MHz. This enabled a relationship 

between duty cycle, wavelength and transmitted power to be determined. (Duty cycle is 

a measure of path useability, simply the percentage of time that the path was 

available). 

In the same proceedings (6) novel system techniques were discussed including a 

proposal to change the normal use of the midpoint of the path for scattering to overhead 

or end point scattering. This would have the advantages of enabling the use of simple 

zenith pointing antennas at remote stations, and (it was claimed) a reduction in 

transmitted power. 

The rapid advances in computer and signal processing technology in the past two 

decades has seen the adoption of meteor burst propagation in non-military commercial 

systems where relatively small amounts of data are needed infrequently. Two 

examples are the US department of agriculture snow level monitoring system 

SNOTEL, and the Alaskan meteor burst communication system AMBCS collecting 

weather information from unmanned buoys. These rapid advances have also seen a 

resurgence in interest in meteor burst systems in general, with papers such as those by 

Oetting (9) and Nes (22) which concentrate on the practical systems engineering 

applications of meteor burst communications. They provide a source of practical design 

information for systems engineers. 

Further work into modelling and path prediction has been carried out in recent years by 

Weitzen (3~) and Brown (33) who have produced improved programs to predict the 
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annual, diurnal and geographical variations in the performance of meteor burst paths. 

These are based on better models of the meteor radiant distributions such as those 

derived by Rudie (31) from the measurements of Davies (3b). These models use the 

physical parameters of the path rather than the more traditional methods of Nes (22), 

and this thesis, which use simple meteor radiant distributions and empirical rules of 

thumb to predict the variations. These advanced models are far more demanding in the 

use of computing power than the more traditional methods. 

2.4 The application of meteor burst for communication 

2.4.1 Trails may be classified into two types : 

underdense 

where the electron density is low enough to allow most of the incident energy to pass 

through it unaltered, scattering a small amount in other directions; 

and overdense 

where the electron density is high enough for the trail to act as a highly reflecting 

surface. 

Figs 2.1 and 2.2 show the characteristic shapes of the two signal reflections. They plot 

reflected signal amplitude (y) against time (x) showing typical relative values. 

See appendix ( d) for derivations of the reflecting properties of underdense trails. 
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Fig 2.1 Underdense trail 

Pr 

time 

Fig 2.2 Overdense trail 

P,.. 

time 

As the electron density depends on the mass of the meteoric particle and the large 

mass particles are less frequent, most systems rely on underdense bursts. Reference 

22 gives a useful "rule of thumb" to determine whether a particular path relies on 

underdense or overdense bursts. The system described in this report relies mainly on 

underdense bursts, so the theory presented will relate to such bursts. 

2.4.2 Usable frequency range 

Systems operate above the normal ionospheric maximum usable frequency usually 

above 30:MHz to avoid undue interference from ionospheric layer reflections, but the 

path losses increase in approximate proportion to the cube of the frequency (21). The 

upper radio frequency operating limit is therefore set by transmitter power and antenna 

gain limitations, and the lower limit by normal ionospheric reflections. Other factors 

affecting the choice of operating frequency are polarisation rotation around 40 MHz 
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( ;o ), noise, and D- layer absorption at the lower frequencies. The practical upper limit 

is generally accepted to be about 200MHz, but reports of meteor burst experiments at 

frequencies above 400MHz are documented (24). 

2.4.3 Path geometry for reflection 

For a trail to be usable for communication, it must lie tangential to a prolate spheroid 

with the transmitter and receiver at the foci, reflection from the trail then being specular 

(2). The region in which most reflections take place is often assumed to be a plane at a 

nominal 100km height referred to as the meteor plane or h plane. Figs 2.3 and 2.4, the 

plan and elevation of a typical meteor burst path, show the two extremes that the trail 

may take in relation to the stations. 

For trail (a), defined as an "in line" trail where the angle f3 between the trail and the line 

joining the transmitter to receiver is equal to 0, the burst duration is proportional to 

sec2 0 and the peak amplitude to sec2 0. fur trail (b), defined as a "transverse" trail, 

where fJ = 900 the burst amplitude is independent of 0 and the duration proportional to 

sec2 0. (See appendix (d) for derivation of these assumptions.) 

Of the two parameters, amplitude and duration, the duration has the largest importance 

as far as maximising the information throughput for a given number of detectable 

bursts. 
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Fig 2.3 Plan view of a meteor burst path 

trail (b) ~ = 90 

Transverse 

trail (a) f3 = 0 

in line 

RX 

reflection point 

Fig 2.4 side elevation 

trail (b) transverse 

meteor plane at approx 100km 

\_ trail (a) in line 

TX earth 

We can therefore deduce that as the angle 0 reduces with path length, the overall 

information rate for a system will also reduce with path length. 
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2.4.4 System Techniques 

The standard method for the utilisation of meteor burst paths has been to orient the 

antennas to illuminate the mid point of the path, with small offsets to either side of the 

great circle path direction depending on the time of day. This has the effect of 

maximising the burst duration and hence duty cycle (25), (6). The offsets relate to the 

distribution of usable trails and the low probability of a trail lying parallel to the earth's 

surface (25). This is discussed in more detail in section 6 of this report. 

Sites (6) proposed the use of "end point'' geometry (Fig 2.5) with the antenna at one 

end of the path pointing overhead. This would allow omnidirectional radiation, albeit 

at the expense of halving the maximum range of the system. Sites claims for this 

geometry a burst amplitude increase of 3.8 dB for a 1000km path. Section 6 shows this 

calculation, describes the assumptions made, and shows that there is a consequent 

reduction in burst duration. 

Fig 2.5 Mid point and end point path geometry 

"end point'' 

path 

TX 

h plane \ 

"mid point" 

RX 

Better transmission protocols and modulation methods such as multi-level Phase Shift 

Ke . ·u · 
ying Wt allow the higher data rates required to overcome the problem of shorter 

duration bursts. 
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Section 3 

Experimental work 

3.1 Objectives 

The objective of the experimental work performed was to test the data logging system 

by monitoring a signal via meteor burst propagation using two antenna systems and to 

gather data to allow a study of the end point effect. One antenna was oriented to favour 

signals from trails near the mid point and the other oriented to favour signals from trails 

near the end point of the path (See fig 2.5). Data was gathered over an extended period 

to note any seasonal and shower effects and a comparison made of the following signal 

parameters: 

I. burst amplitude 

II. burst duration 

ill. burst rate 

The results are presented in section 7 

3.2 Choice of signal source 

To remove the problems and expense associated with Hcencing and construction of a 

high power transmitter, it was decided to use a broadcast signal as source. The source 

had to meet the following criteria: 

I. Frequency range between 30 and 100 MHz. This is governed by path loss 

at high frequencies and normal ionospheric effects at low frequencies. 

Il. Operational for a large part of the 24 hour day 
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m. Great circle distance, transmitter to receiver between 1000 and 1200 km 

(see section 6) 

IV. High power to overcome path losses • 

V. Transmitting antenna should have a low radiation angle pattern. 

European television transmitters in Band 1 were considered, but thought to be 

unsuitable due to the large amount of frequency re-use and consequent uncertainty on 

signal source. The same argument applies to FM broadcasts in Band 2 with the added 

problem of the higher frequencies, and therefore path losses involved. It was decided to 

use one of the eastern bloc FM broadcast transmitters in the Band 65 - 74 MHz as used 

by Rycroft (7) in an earlier unpublished work. Radio Wroclaw service 4 (pronounced 

"vrotswaf') in Poland meets the requirements and is the only high power station on its 

frequency within meteor burst range. 

Details of Radio Wroclaw service 4: 

Frequency 70.67 MHz 

Operating hours 0457-2400 

Range 1173km 

EIRP 120kW 

Antenna omnidirectional low angle (ref 8) 

A further advantage of using Radio Wroclaw was that it lies just outside the 70MHz 

band allocated to the UK radio amateur service. This allowed the use of inexpensive 

antennas designed for the amateur market. 
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--

0 

3.3 Initial e periments 

An initial e periment to get the feel of ignal strengths and noise levels began in 

0 
mbcr 1984 using a calibrated receiver tuned to Radio Wroclaw and a temporary S 

element horizontally polarised Yagi. The receiver output was displayed on a chart 

recorder. 

This e periment ran from 1500 on 19.11.84. to 1100 on 20.11.84 to coincide with the 

Leonids meteor shower. A rough estimate of the number of bursts above 0.8µV 

(-109dBm in 50 ohms) was made for each hour and the results presented in the 

histogram fig 3.1.The sinusoidal variation in activity is clearly visible. 

Fia 3. ·1 f\lo. of bursts > J. uV per hoLir 
_,,, 

ln1t1al e oenment: uunng !_-::onic:s 
140 __ ! ___________________________ ___, 

I 
'30 _, 

16 17 18 1 _o _, ") 3 - - 5 6 , 10 

r tort r o rvin nour , GMT) 

Th e initial r ults inspir d confid n that th e periment would be practical, but the 

noise 1 vel wa disturbingly high, averaging about - 115dBm in 12.SKHz with peaks as 
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high as -10 dBm. This corresponds to some 20 dB above cosmic noise at the operating 

frequency. 

or t en continued with the building and testing of the radio receivers. The main 

antenna system was re-erected in June of 1985, after experiments Ni h vertical 

polarisation to improve the isolation between the antennae were abandoned. It was 

realised after further research that the polarisation of the received signal was ot 

random as had been wrongly believed, but mainly horizontal. 

In the time between March, when the antennas were initia ly erected and June m c 

time was spent trying to trace the very high level of noise. Much of t e noise ap eared 

to be emanating from a room full of BBC microcomputers in the college co pu er 

centre. This noise all but disappeared when the antennas were re-erec ed wi 

horizontal polarisation, returning to a level of about 0.4µ V as before. In January o 

1986 an experiment to determine the isolation between paths provided by · he antennas 

was carried out. This is described in section 4 along with the results of t e 

measurements. A piece of good luck occurred in late summer of 1986 when the college 

computer centre was moved to a different part of the site off he main earn of e 

antenna system, hence removing a further source of noise. 

The BBC microcomputer used in the experiment was emi protected usmg the me o 

described in the author's published paper (27). 

3. in experiment 

The main experiment it · the ful y a tomated ystem be an a he end 0 1 I 986. 

The ys em as left monitoring the ignal, lo . 
ID mpli de ration 

ii early 1988. During t is · me var· o 

ied, nd t e es I noted · n ection . 

hr,es olds of ration nd mpli e ere 
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The aim was to gather data over at least a complete year to account for the effects of 

showers and other seasonal variations in meteor activity. The results during the 

summer months were of particular interest due to the prevalence of Sporadic E (Es) 

propagation at 70 MHz during this period, and the possible effects on the results. 

3.5 Second Experiment 

During Winter 1988 and Spring 1989, the data logger was modified to respond to 

shorter bursts. This was a direct result of analysis of the data from the main 

experiment. In June of 1989 the equipment was moved to the Mullard Radio 

Astronomy observatory at Barton near Cambridge to take measurements on a quiet 

radio site. The details of the modifications and the results of this experiment are 

discussed later in the report. (Sections 5 and 7) 
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Section 4 

Radio receiving equipment 

4.1 Receiver 

The receiver used in the experiment had to meet the following criteria: 

I. Sufficient sensitivity to produce an acceptable signal to noise ratio at the 

output. 

As man made noise tends to dominate in the 70MHz region in a semi 

urban environment, it was considered unnecessary to attempt to improve 

the receiver noise figure with a preamplifier as this could have a 

detrimental effect on the front end linearity. 

II. Fast transient response to input signals. 

Rise time to be in the order of lms due to the nature of the signals being 

received. Ideally the fall time should be of the same order but this was 

considered to be less important as the fast transient of the received signal 

is on the rising edge. 

ill. Calibrated output voltage to feed analogue to digital converter (ADC). 

More accuracy could be obtained if some kind of logarithmic calibration 

law was used, as the received signals should fall mainly within a narrow 

range of values. 

The initial measurements, using the manual chart recorder system, were made using a 

high frequency communications receiver from Icom type ICR70 with a crystal 

controlled frequency converter with dual gate MOSFET front end. The signal strength 

meter was calibrated in microvolts. This was replaced in December 1984 with a 

dedicated receiver based on a modified Pye R4000 series AM radio-telephone base 
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station receiver with a 12.SkHz channel spacing IF filter. An AM receiver was chose~ 

as the automatic gain control (AGC) line would provide a suitable measure of signal 

amplitude. The noise blanker was removed and the AGC response speeded up by the 

removal of a capacitor from the control line. 

4.1.1 Receiver measurements 

Fig 4.1 Shows the test set up to measure the transient response of the receiver. The 

results show the rise and fall times compared to those of the the input rf signal pulse. 

The oscilloscope photographs show that the rise time (10 to 90% of full output) was 

O.Sms and the fall time 3.Sms. 

Fig 4.1 Pulse testing of receiver 

signal CMl rf ant Receiver 
generator - !75/50~ . mixer under out ~ age 
TF144H test 

,. 
'~ 

pulse Oscilloscope 
generator aux PM3267 

PM5712 i---

ext trig 
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input signal to receiver rise and fan times < 1 us 

output rise 0.1 ms/div horizontal 

outp t fall 1.0 ms/div horizontal 

The ensitivity of the receiver was measured as 0.3 microvolts for 12 dB SINAD at 

70.67MHz. (All ignal voltages rm in a SO ohm line) 
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It should be noted at this point that the signal being received is wide band FM with a 

peak deviation of 75kHz. This means that the signal bandwidth will be of the order of 

180kHz. The power will be distributed throughout the 180 kHz depending on the 

baseband signal being transmitted at the time of the burst. The receiver is designed for 

12.SkHz channel spaced mobile radio and hence the IF filter will remove much of the 

sideband power. This means that there could be large inaccuracies in the measured 
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absolute signal levels. This experiment is only concerned with a relative measurement 

of signal level from the same source therefore the change in absolute amplitude will 

affect both paths in an identical manner. It was therefore decided to use a narrow band 

receiver and gain the signal to noise ratio and adjacent channel rejection improvement 

at the expense of loss of absolute amplitude accuracy. 

4.2 Antennas 

4.2.1 Antenna requirements 

Section 6 describes in more detail the relative contributions of the areas of the h plane 

to the total signal received by a meteor burst sys tern. In general terms, the "best'' areas 

for the antennas to illuminate lie in two regions (usually referred to as "hot spots") 

I ying over the mid point of the path at a few degrees either side of the great circle 

between the two stations. 

Reference 33 describes the following possible antenna philosophies for meteor burst 

systems. 

I. Use an antenna with a beamwidth of the order of 30 degrees aimed along 

the great circle between the stations. This will give equal illumination of 

both the path "hot spots". 

II. Use an antenna with a beamw idth of about 10 degrees, and steer it 

gradually to follow the diurnal variations of the path "hot spots" 

ill. Use a dynamically steerable antenna with a beamwidth of< 0.5 degrees to 

pick out the single active trail. 

It is clearly impossible without physically large antennas to achieve (II) or (III), at 70 

MHz. Small antennas such as single yagis with relatively wide azimuth and elevation 

beamwidths will therefore only "favour" each of the two path geometries described in 
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this report. Each will illu · 
minate a large area of the plane where the majority of the 

scattering sources will oc (S . 
cur. ee appendix (b) for antenna patterns used in the 

experiment). Some overlap of tt . . . 
pa erns 1s 1nev1table, with the end point antenna 

receiving mid point signal d · · s an vice versa. The expertment follows the philosophy of 

investigating the possible f£ ts f h · · e ec o t e two path geometries with the sizes of antennas 

that would be utilised with small transportable systems. 

The antenna system must, though, meet three main criteria: 

I. 

II. 

It must have sufficient gain to produce a measurable signal over the path. 

There must be sufficient isolation between the elevation polar patterns for 

each to favour the path geometry being observed. (In future this will be 

referred to this as the antenna discrimination.) 

ill. It must not be so physically large that it is not representative of the type of 

antenna that could be used in a simple inexpensive remote monitoring site 

as used in the applications mentioned in section 2 of this report. 

Clearly (I) and (II) are directly related, and increasing the gain will also sharpen the H 

plane polar diagram. It is this polar diagram that is important in this application when 

horizontal polarisation is used, as this represents the elevation pattern of the antenna. 

With reference to (Ill) A five element Yagi has a boom length of 0.8 wavelengths (29), 

this corresponds to about 3.2 metres at 70 MHz. It was considered that this size was 

typical of the antennas used in remote sites and it was decided to investigate the 

performance of a system based on such an antenna. In an effort to keep the project 

costs to a minimum, it was decided to use antennas designed for the amateur radio 

market. The performance of such antennas is generally as good as, if not better than, 

equivalent professional systems, as they are designed for a market requiring maximum 

performance related to size and cost. The cost reduction is inevitably at the expense of 
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poorer mechanical construction. This is possible as most amateur radio antennas are not 

generally used in the high wind or ice loaded environments experienced on hill top 

professional communications sites. 

Five element Yagi-Uda arrays to US National Bureau of Standards specification (29) 

supplied by ~T antennas Ltd and fed via identical lengths of Uniradio UR67 coaxial 

cable were used. Details of their theoretical free space polar patterns are given in 

appendix (b). In the main experiment performed in Cambridge one antenna, hereafter 

referred to as the end point antenna, was mounted with the boom vertical, pointing to 

the zenith. The other antenna, hereafter referred to as the mid point antenna, was 

mounted at a height of 19 metres above ground on a brick chimney. This placed it 4.5 

wavelengths above the ground and in theory the system should have a pattern null to 

the zenith. 

For the second experiment with the fast data logger performed at the Mullard Radio 

Astronomy Observatory, the mid point antenna was mounted at a the correct height 

above ground to give a take off angle of 8 degrees to illuminate the mid point, and the 

end point antenna was mounted one quarter wavelength above ground to maximise its 

upward radiation. 

Appendix (b) shows the predicted vertical polar pattern of the system, and its 

"footprint'' on the meteor plane. 

The following practical point in favour of end point operation should be noted here. In 

most systems, the elevation pattern of the end point antenna is likely to be well known, 

whereas the mid point antenna pattern is likely to be highly uncertain at low elevations. 

This is due to the effect of obstructions and ground reflections. 
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4.1...2 Factors affecting the performance of the practical antenna system. 

The environment surrounding an antenna is the main factor affecting its performance in 

.a radio system. Surrounding objects can affect its performance in two ways: 

I. Modification of polar pattern due to reflections from the ground and 

surrounding objects. 

II. Degradation of match due to proximity of conducting objects such as the 

antenna support structure, the ground and surrounding buildings. 

The effects of (II) may be measured easily using swept reflection techniques, and steps 

taken to reduce problems by careful siting and use of non metallic supports. Match 

degradation usually only occurs if the object is closer than a few wavelengths. A few 

basic rules such as using support structures at right angles to the plane of polarisation 

of the antenna or, if the diameter of the mast is of the same order as the wavelength, 

use of mountings behind the reflector of the array (end mounting). 

In the low VHF region with horizontally polarised antennas as used in this experiment, 

the mast may pass through the centre of gravity of the boom without noticeable match 

degradation, allowing secure, balanced, mechanical mounting. Reference (30) 

describes measurements to confirm these assumptions. 

It can also be stated that if the antennas meet criteria (I), no match degradation should 

be apparent. 

To tackle the problem of measuring the effects of (I) on the discrimination of the 

Cambridge antenna, two approaches were used: 

I. Measure the discrimination directly by remote signal strength 

measurements and plotting the polar patterns in situ. 
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II. Monitor the signals from the meteor burst source and identify bursts 

received by one antenna and not the other. 

Two further approaches based on measurements on a scale model or a theoretical 

model of the antennas and environment were considered but rejected as beyond the 

scope of this project. 

4.2.3 First experiment to confirm antenna isolation 

It should be noted that these experiments were carried out on the antennae used in the 

main experiment only. The site at Barton used for the second experiment was a flat 

field with few obstructions, and it was considered that the antennae should perform 

even nearer to their free space performance in such a situation, and a repeat of the 

experiments was considered unnecessary. 

In the first experiment two carefully matched receivers were used, one connected to 

each of the antennas, and their output age voltages compared in a differential amplifier. 

This enabled a plot of the difference between the signal amplitudes from each antenna 

to be made by recording the difference voltage on a chart recorder. If the discrimination 

between the antennas was poor there would be only slight variation in the difference 

amplifier output on reception of a burst. On the other hand, if the discrimination was 

good, definite "end point only" or "mid point only" transitions should be seen on the 

difference output. 

The experiment was run from 2000 to 0000 GMT on 4/11/85 and a section of the 

resulting plot is shown in fig 4.3.The continuous offset of the output from zero is due to 

the higher noise level on the horizon pointing (mid point) antenna. As can be seen there 

are a number of transitions above and below the mean line which seem to indicate 

independent bursts on each antenna system. 
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Fig 4.3 Section of plot from experiment to determine antenna discrimination by 

recording difference between signal levels from mid and end point antennas. 
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. ure elevation discrimination between endpo 
4.2.4 Second experiment to meas 

midpoint antenna. 

• t d on a bearing of 85 degrees that is about 5 de 
The antenna system was pain e 

• 1 b tween Cambridge and Wroclaw to maximise the mo . 
north of the great c1rc e e 

. . 1 (3 l) Reference to Ordnance Survey 1 :50 000 series sheet 154 sh°"' 
received s1gna · 

. . arc from bearing 45 degrees to 135 degrees from the experiment that the region 10 an 

site (TL461584) is a relatively flat featureless plain for a radial distance of 

• t 1 20 km at 45 degrees with a rising ridge at this distance as one travels in a pprox1ma e y 

a southerly arc. The only major obstruction is the Wandlebury ridge at Limepit hill 

(TL.507552) on a bearing of about 120 degrees. 

By following the A142 south from Soham to Newmarket and then the B1061 to 

Balsham it is possible to drive along this ridge and be in line of sight of the antenna 

system and on its approximate horizon by choosing hill top sites. A mobile transmitter 

and antenna system was taken along this route and a series of comparative signal 

strength measurements were taken from each antenna at the experiment site in 

Cambridge. Each transmission was made using a horizontal half wave dipole oriented 

for maximum received signal. To act as a comparison, transmissions were made from 

the same site using a vertical quarter wave monopole in the centre of the car roof. This 

was being used for communicating by voice to the main antenna site. The frequency 

used was 70.3MHz, as near as practicable to the experiment frequency but within the 

UK amateur radio allocation. The difference between the received signals on the mid 

point antenna pointing ap · 1 . . • proximate Y at the horizon and the end point antenna pomtin8 
overhead, and its variation 'th . . 

wi azimuthal angle gives a measure of the elevation 

discrimination of the antenna s t Th 4 4 
ys em. e results are presented graphically in fig · · 

The points marked with a c i ~c. the 
. · were based on measurements on paths over 

ndge mentioned earlier This b 
· pro ably explains the fact that they seem to stray aV/8! 

from the general shape of the plot. 
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The graph shows the discrimination increasing as we move into the main lobe of the 

antenna system reaching a maximum of about 25 dB at a bearing of 80 degrees (10 

degrees north of east) coinciding well with the physical azimuthal orientation of the 

antenna system .. 

Reference to appendix (b) shows that the H plane pattern at 90 degrees from the main 

lobe is 15 dB down on the main lobe in free space. 

This second experiment therefore seems to confirm that the elevation discrimination 

between the two antennas will enable each to favour its particular path geometry. 
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Section 5 

Computer h ard ware interf ace 

5.1 Introduction 

The interface was required to rfi 
. pe orm the following 

functions: 

I. 

II. 

ill. 

Sample the output from th . e receiver and • t present the sample values to the 
inpu port of the computer. 

Provide a real time reference for the exp . er1ment. 

Change over the antennas under softw are control. 

Appendix (a) shows the full circuit diagram of the inter£ ace. 

The BBC microcomputer has four digital I/O ports available. 

Two 8 - bit ports: 

the user port and the printer port via a 6522 VIA (versatile interface adapter). 

Two computer bus ports: 

The 1 MHz Bus and the Tube 

The latter two are connected via buffering to the data and address buses of the 

microprocessor. Due to readily available software routines it was decided to use the 

user port to interface to an external analogue to digital converter, and the 1 MHz bus to 

interface to the real time clock. Reference 11 chapter 7 describes the routines used to 

read the 1MHz bus and reference 12 appendix 7 describes the basis of the user port 

' 
routines. 
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5.2 Analog to digital conversion 

The output voltage from the • . 
receiver representing the signal amplitude varies from 0 to 

· 5 volts and a readily availabl 8 b · · 
e tt converter will allow a change of 5/28 or 19.5mV to 

be detected. This is more than adequat .c. th 1· · · · e 1.or e app ,1cation, and to s1mphfy the software 

this one byte per sample representation was adopted. The ADC was required to 

perform its conversion every 5 ms and signal to the processor that the data was 

available. The sample rate of 5ms was chosen after discussions with other researchers 

in this field at RAE Farnborough, confirmed that this sample rate was similar to that 

used on their work. The results of testing the system with associated software as 

described in section 5.6.2 confirmed that this sample rate was adequate. Any increase 

in the sample rate would have reduced the amount of data that could be stored in the 

computer RAM. 

5.2.1 Circuit description 

U3 is an 8 bit analog to digital converter, controlled by U6, a clock and divide circuit 

with a 3.2768 ~ crystal reference x2. A 200Hz square wave (reference divided by 

214) provides the start conversion signal every 5ms for U3. The main ADC clock at 

U3 pin 3 is provided via an inverter from U6 pin 7 a 409.6kHz (reference divided by 

2). This sets the conversion time (nine clock periods) to to 22 microseconds. The ADC 

signals to the computer that data is ready to read via pin 1, the end of conversion (eoc) 

to the CBl line (pin 2 user port), and at the same time presents the sample to the 8 

input lines of the user port. Timing delays from CBl to reading the port are enough to 

ensure the data is settled on the ADC output before it is read. Reference to lines 600 

and 610 of routine METOR12 (appendix c(ii)) show two instructions amounting to 6 

processor clock cycles or 3 microseconds before the port is read. 
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5 .3 Real time clock 

The experiment required dat d . . . 
e an time information to be stored with the data, to allow 

the production of plots of t · · 
me eor act1v1ty over the proposed 12 month period. Three 

solutions to the problem were considered. 

I. The ''TIME" function in the BBC micro 

II. The 60kHz MSF time standard at Rugby 

ill. A battery backed real time clock integrated circuit. 

The first solution was rejected initially as the long term accuracy of the TTh,ffi function 

depends on the accuracy of the computer clock crystal oscillator. Reference 11 advises 

against its use for long term timing. A second problem is providing backup in the event 

of power failure. 

The second solution looked promising, as the time standard is very accurate and self 

setting in event of power failure at the clock. The hardware to decode the signals into a 

form that may be read by computer, or to decode the signals in software is possible but 

necessarily complex. The problem of decoding the signals using the BBC 

microcomputer was in fact set as a project for a second year HND student, and based 

on his early work, the idea was abandoned in favour of the third solution. 
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5.3.1 Circuit description 

The real time clock circuit, U4, uses a 32. 768k.Hz crystal Xl as reference and contains 

date and time information down to tenths of seconds in fourteen registers. Each may be 

read by presenting the correct address to four address lines on pins 9 to 12. These 

address lines connect to the corresponding address lines of the 1MHz bus. The contents 

of each register are presented at the data output lines, pins 4 to 7 of U4, and to the 

corresponding data input lines of the 1MHz bus. The clock requires chip select (cs) 

read (rd) and write (wr) signals which are active low. These are available from the 

1MHz bus pin 10 (cs) and pin 2 (r/w). Inverter U2b provides separate rd and wr from 

the r/w line. Ul is used to clean up the cs signal from the BBC micro as timing 

problems may occur under certain conditions and the reasons for this are described in 

detail in reference 4. The circuit was not tried without this clean up circuit but it was 

thought to be good practice to include the few extra components to avoid possible 

problems. 

A problem arose with the battery back up circuit for the real time clock. When the 

power was removed, the control lines pulled low and caused false reads and writes, 

corrupting the time data in the registers. To overcome this problem the three lines cs, rd 

and wr were buffered by US, a CMOS quad analog switch, and pull up resistors rll, 

rl2, r14 were fitted on the lines. The enable pins (US pins 6, 12, 13) for all three 

switches are fed at half the unprotected supply voltage via r9 and rl0 , this allowed the 

switches to open before the supply dropped to zero, effectively isolating U4 control 

lines from the 1MHz bus in the event of a power failure. 

5.4 Antenna change-over relay 

It was initially decided to use two separate receivers for the experiment but this idea 

was rejected due to difficulties matching the performance of each. It was decided to 

switch the antennas with a coaxial relay. This removes some uncertainty of calibration 
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and means that any drift in performance in the receiver will be reflected in the results 

from both antenna systems. As this experiment is concerned with a relative 

measurement of signal characteristics this becomes insignificant. The only possible 

causes of error are changes in performance of the antenna systems or change-over 

relay. 

5. 4.1 Switching circuit 

Ql is fed from the CB2 line of the microcomputer to enable the antenna change-over 

relay to be activated by the computer. The relay is situated on the radio receiver 

chassis. The antenna change-over relay is a 951 type 50 ohm coaxial relay as used in 

many low loss antenna change-over applications in mobile radio equipment. It was 

modified by fitting 3 BNC connectors to replace the coaxial cable entry terminations, as 

these have proved unreliable in past experience. Measurements on the modified relay at 

70MHz showed a loss of less than 0.2 dB, an isolation between ports of 44 dB and an 

input return loss of greater than 25 dB at each port. 

5.5 Modifications for second experiment. 

5.5.1 Objectives of modification 

To achieve a tenfold increase the in sample rate of the ADC. 

5.5.2 Details of modification 

The modified interface is shown in appendix ( a2). The modification consists of taking 

the 204800 Hz output from U6 and passing it through cascaded 4018 divide by ten 

counters U7, U8, to produce a 2048 Hz clock for the ADC. This produces a sample 

time of 488.28 µ.s. 
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5.6 Data logger software 

5.6.1 Introduction 

A BBC model B microcompute 'th 32K r WI of RAM was chosen for the project, solely 

because it was available in the d t I • epar ment. t represented at the time the "top end" of 

the home computer market As will b b" h · · · · e seen, t lS c 01ce placed severe restrictions on 

the work that could be done du t d d · , e o spee an memory capacity, but the results 

obtained proved that the restrictions were not insurmountable. The information 

required from the received signal is as follows: 

I. The average number of bursts per unit time 

II. The peak amplitude of the bursts 

ill. The duration of the bursts 

As described in section 5.1, it was required to take one 8 bit measurement of the 

incoming signal every 5ms. This meant that the internal analog to digital converter in 

the BBC could not be used, as it requires approximately l0ms to perform a single 

conversion, not allowing any time to store the sample. Simple timing experiments 

showed that with an external ADC the BASIC programming language available on the 

BBC was too slow to perform the sampling and storage procedure. It was therefore 

decided to use 6502 assembly language and the BBC assembler. Reference 11 

describes the facilities available. 

A few simple calculations showed that to store all the samples from the receiver would 

be totally impractical and unnecessary. To estimate the data storage capacity required, 

an average burst duration of 0.58s and approximately 10s between bursts was assumed, 

(9) giving approximately 60480 bursts per week, if the waveform was stored only when 

a burst occurred. This meant 35078 seconds of signal and at 200 samples per second, 
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each sample represented by . . 
one yte of da~ givmg in excess of 68K bytes per week. 

To store this amount of data w· h • 
a me ester hard dtSC or an almost weekly change of 

floppy disc wou d e equi ed. Both ere iscounted as ·mpractical on cost and 

convenience grounds. There as he second pro lem a e en i a · c este ard 

isc as mass o age it o Id · not e ossi le in OOms o s o e eac sam le 

ind ·vi ally o disc in rea lime. was eci ed t er,efore 
0 

sto ed o a minimum wit ou losing its statistical significance. 

for e Basic Program and va · able storage l1eaves ... 

o e ce e aa 

0 a a :, 

vai a le as 

2K 

temporary data storage.(refer to Appendix (f) and ,..ef 3 fo e o 1 a e BBC 

micro). This corresponds to only 2 minutes of real time sam Ii g f ig al. as 

t erefore decided o sample and store the signal from eac ante· a ro 'O 

minutes, and to use the 24K of available RAM as a "scra c a * o s· ore : e o 

minutes of samples in "'ea time (2x60x200 byt,es = 2 .k tes J. 

the remaining three minutes for the computer to s 'tc an ennas sor 

detect bursts, measure their peak amplitude, duration, and n m e"' 

period. These three items then could be stored in a different RAJ . 
oca '"on an 

0 l' 

. 
S 1 e 

re-used for the next two minutes of data. The next prob em "as o e i e e e o 

store the assembler code for the sampling routine. A.s the casse e ape ............. se 

not required for this application, it was decided to use its 
. 

or ng area memo 0 

store the code. (See Appendix (f)). Appendices (c) i) and (i) escri e ·n e ai .. e /" al 

form of the software for sampling and storage. 

5.6.2 Sampling software d,ev,elopment 

BBC BASIC was used for all high l1ev,el sof are as it as resident in the machine 

available for the project. ote that a structured approach bas been used f:or the BASIC 

programs. BASIC has a bad reputation for being an unstructured language but the 

dialect used in the BBC enables the writer to use procedures in a similar way to 

h "½SCAL Wherever possible a structured approach to the structured languages sue as r.. • 
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assembler language program · h 
mmg as been used, by breaking the problem into blocks 

and testing each block individually before t . th h 1 h y1ng e w o e toget er. 

As the first stage of the design ·t d · · 1 was ec1ded to attempt to read the user port and pnnt 

on the screen if the number presented to the port was greater than 100. A routine was 

written to store the numbers in a table in memory, under control of the CBl line. Toe 

numbers input via switches were replaced with an external ADC controlling the CBl 

line and analog values read in. 

The next stage was to add routines to measure the analogue voltage and decide how 

long it stayed above a preset threshold. Initially, signal thresholds less than 50ms were 

ignored as non valid. This would help the software to discriminate against false triggers 

caused by impulse noise. 

To test the routine under real conditions the output from the rad io receiver was 

connected to the ADC and its input fed with a switched RF signal at a level sufficient 

to produce a voltage at the ADC input varying from 1 to 4.2 Volts. Initially, a 100ms 

square wave was used for two minutes (a total of 600 pulses of RF), and the routine 

returned a value of 600 for counted "bursts" . Pulses of 40ms width at l O0ms intervals 

were then used to check that the software ignored any pulses less than 50ms. As 

expected the routine returned a zero value. Finally, 56ms pulses at l00ms intervals 

were used and the routine again returned 600 "bursts". 

Next, the facility to measure burst amplitude and duration from the stored data needed 

to be added. The amplitude was measured by finding the maximum value in the stored 

burst, and the duration by counting the number of samples that were above a preset 

amplitude threshold. It was decided to keep a cumulative store of burst lengths and 

amplitudes and divide the total time (or amplitude) by the number of bursts in the 

period to produce an average. This required storing the total durations and amplitudes 
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as two bytes. The routine returned a representation of the number of bursts, and their 

cumulative amplitude and duration. It could save the data from one hour in this form. 

The next stage was to store this information to floppy disc. Floppy disc was chosen as 

the main storage medium on grounds of cost and easy access, the sorted data being 

dumped to a file every hour under the control of the real time clock. 

5.6.3 Disc filing routine. 

The BBC filing system uses 5 bytes to store an integer and 6 bytes to store a real 

number. It was decided to arrange the file thus: 

Filename "DDMM'' ie 13 January would be 1301 

File contents: 

Hour header .................... integer number from 00 to 23 

midpoint average length ................................ real 

midpoint average amplitude ........................... real 

midpoint number of bursts ............................ real 

endpoint average length ................................ real 

endpoint average amplitude ........................... real 

endpoint number of bursts ............................ real 

: repeated S more times per hour 

: Next hour header 

etc 

ie 246 bytes per hour. 

The complete file then contains data that represents an average value of each quantity 

based on the data from the first two minutes of each ten minute period. The mid point 

data taken from minutes 1 and 2 and the end point data from minutes 6 and 7. This 
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format would enable a future data analysis program to read the data using a pointer to 

count position in the file and use the hour headers if required. The averaging of each 

period's d~ta was done in BASIC for ease of programming as time was available in the 

three minutes between sampling periods. The data reduction is necessary to make 

efficient use of the storage medium and reduce the cost of the system by enabling use 

of inexpensive floppy discs. 

5.7 Modifications for second experiment 

5. 7.1 Objectives of modification 

To allow for a reduction in the minimum length of burst that can be detected to the 

order of l0ms by a tenfold increase in the sample rate. 

To improve the system's ability to overcome the problems of noise caused by this 

. 
increase. 

5. 7 .2 Details of modification 

The modified control program and code for the data logger are listed in appendices c(i) 

and c(ii). 

To allow for the increase in data rate, and the limitation in size of computer RAM, the 

modified system monitored the receiver output for 12 seconds from 30 and wrote to 

disc every 10 minutes. 
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The control program produ th ~ · ces e i.ollow1ng new file layout: 

tenhour/tenminute header ..... integer number from O to 235 • 

midpoint average length ................................ real 

midpoint average amplitude ........................... real 

midpoint number of bursts ............................ real 

endpoint average length ................................ real 

endpoint average amplitude ........................... real 

endpoint number of bursts ............................ real 

: repeated 9 more times per ten minutes 

: Next header 

etc 

ie 410 bytes per ten minutes 

• eg a header of 'O' would represent data from the 10 minute period from 2350 to 0000, 

'1' the period from 0000 to 0010, and '225' the period from 2240 to 2250 etc. 

The assembler code was modified to test a threshold transition to not only see if it met a 

criteria for minimum time above a threshold (10ms) but also that it ended by staying 

low for a given length of time (40ms). This was done to discriminate against impulse 

type signal transitions being logged as large numbers of short bursts. It would also 

allow single bursts with short fades to be logged as such instead of as a number of short 

bursts. 

This modification is justified by the fact that the waiting time between real meteor 

bursts is much longer that their durations. 

The software was extensively tested by applying known signal bursts to the system in a 

similar fashion to the tests described in section 5.6.2. 
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The actual values of 10 and 40 ms were found to be optimum by making measurements 

on real signals with the amplitude threshold set close to the noise level and examining 

the effect of varying the two times. 
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Section 6 

System Calculations 

The experimental work in this project provided data on the burst amplitude, frequency 

and duration differences between the mid point and end point meteor burst paths 

between Cambridge and Wroclaw. These values will then be compared with values 

calculated from present theory. 

The section will first consider the properties of a single trail, and assume that it lies in 

the plane parallel to the earth on the great circle line joining the two ends of the path. 

Two extreme cases will be considered, one with the trail at the zenith for one end of the 

path, and a second with the trail over the path mid point. It will then go on to consider 

the properties of the whole signal, taking into account the probability of detection of a 

suitable trail, enabling a comparison of path usability to be made for each system 

geometry. 

6.1 Path loss 

6.1.1 Simple model 

Toe paper by Sites (6) predicts a path loss reduction for an end point path of lOOOKm 

of 3.8dB. To enable this statement to be checked we need to apply equation (v i 'i) 

appendix (d) using the calculated values of Rt ,Rr and 0 for each path geometry. As a 

comparison between losses and not an absolute value is needed a "Normalised path 

loss" is defined based on the following assumptions: 

I. Unity gain transmit and receive antennas Gt~ Gr= 1 

II. Electron density of trail q = 1014 electrons per metre 

(a typical value for an underdense trail) 
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As this calculation would be likely to be repeated frequently, a BASIC program 

"LOSITES" was written to handle the calculation. It required the input of system 

frequency, great circle path length, and trail orientation. This is described in appendix 

(c)(v), and as can be seen, calculates the values of Rr ,and Rt from the input data. 

During the develop·ment of this program it was realised that Sites had made the 

following assumptions to arrive at the 3.8dB figure for end point improvement. 

I. A fixed trail height of 100 km 

II. Zero initial trail radius 

Ill. Both path geometries are such that the system operates above the transition 

wavelength mentioned in appendix (d) 

IV. All trails are transverse ( ~ = 90° ) 

The difference between transverse and in line trails is defined in section 2.4.1. 

Assumption IV is based on Eshleman's reasoning (25) which suggests that with an 

assumed isotropic distribution of meteor radiants , that the majority of trails will be 

transverse. He argues that setting the term cos2 p sin2 ¢ = 0 ( ( appendix ( d) equation 

(v,i) will produce an error only comparable with the other uncertainties in the model. 

The results of two runs of the program are shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. 

Table 6.1 is for the 1000km path at 50MHz used by Sites. 

Comparing the results shows the 3.8dB loss reduction on the end point path as 

predicted in (6), but for trails in line with the path ( ~ = 0) we see the reverse effect, the 

mid point path having a reduced loss of some 6.5 dB compared to end point. If we now 

apply the calculations to the path used in the experiment at 70.67 MHz and a range of 

1173 Km, we get the results in Table 6.2. Note the 4.5 dB reduction in loss for the end 
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point path using transverse trails d th · · · 
an e 6.6dB increase for the end point for m lme 

trails. 

Table 6.1 Normalised path losses for 1000km path at 50MHz 

Assuming simple loss model, both paths below transition frequency 

mid point loss ( dB) 

171.3 184.0 

for ~= 0 end > mid by 6.SdB 

for 13= 90 end< mid by 3.8dB 

end point loss ( dB) 

177.8 180.2 

Table 6.2 Normalised path losses for 1173km path at 70.67MHz 

Assuming simple loss model, both paths below transition frequency 

mid point loss ( dB) 

177.0 190.5 

for~= 0 end > mid by 6.7dB 

for ~= 90 end < mid by 4.5dB 

6.1.2 Effect of trail height and initial trail radius 

end point loss ( dB) 

183.7 1 6.0 

The effects of assumptions (I) and (II) were then e amined. To this end a second 

program was written, 'LOSJCW' (appendu (c v)) this included a calculated value for 

the aforementioned parameters. 
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Trail height 

Trail formation begins when the 
meteor enters the region of relatively dense air at a 

height of approximately 120 km d • 
, an most particles are totally burned out by the time 

they reach 85 km. 

The average trail height (h) in Km is related to the system frequency (f MHz) as below 

(21): 

h = -17log f + 124 

This is an empirical formula based on measurements by Greenhaw and Hall (32). They 

found an approximate Gaussian distribution of the number of echoes versus height. It 

replaces the fixed value of 100 km in the program. 

Initial trail radius 

As the frequency of the incident wave increases, the initial radius of the trail becomes 

significant when compared to the wavelength, and may not be assumed to be zero 

(appendix (d)). The rate of diffusion increases with height due to the decreasing 

atmospheric density, therefore the initial trail radius r0 is related to trail height. 

Ref 21 gives this relationship as: 

log r0 = 0.035h - 3.45 

Once again this is an empirical formula based on measurements from ref 32. This was 

included in the path loss calculation and the results for the same conditions are shown 

in Tables 6.3 and 6.4 

Note that in Table 6.3 the end point advantage has reduced to 1.1 dB for transverse 

trails and the mid point advantage for in line trails has increased to 9.6 dB. 
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Table 6.4 shows the results of the calculation on the path of 1173 km at 70.67MHz 

used in the experiment. The end point advantage for transverse trails is now only 0.9 

dB, and the mid point advantage for in line trails is now 10.7 dB. These results begin to 

cast doubts about the practical significance of the end point advantage as proposed in 

(6) if the figures are verified in practice. 

Table 6.3 Normalised path losses for 1000km path at 50MHz 

Assuming actual trail height and initial trail radius both paths below transition 

frequency 

mid point loss ( dB) 

171.2 184.2 

for ti= o end> mid by 9.6dB 

for f3= 90 end< mid by 1.ldB 

end point loss ( dB) 

180.8 183.1 

Table 6.4 Normalised path losses for 1173km path at 70.67MHz 

Assunung s1mp e oss , . . 1 I model both paths below transition frequency 

mid point loss ( dB) 

~= o f3= 90 

176.8 190.7 

for ~= 0 end> mid by 10.7dB 

for f3= 90 end < mid by 0.9dB 
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end point loss (dB) 

~= o ~= 90 

187.5 189.8 



6.1.3 Effect of transition wavelength 

Below a specified wavelength, the effects of the time for formation of the trail must be 

taken into account in the path calculations. This is defined more fully in appendix ( d). 

We must now examine the effects of operation of a system at or below this transition 

wavelength. We must also look at the effects of path geometry on transition wavelength 

( ~J, (or transition frequency ft). 

A BASIC program was written (FTRANS2 appendix (c)(vii)) to plot transition 

frequency against path length for end point or mid point paths both for the case of 

transverse and in line trails. The results are shown in Figs 6.1 to 6.4. (The frequencies 

quoted on the x axis refer to the values used to calculate the effective trail height and 

hence diffusion constant.) 
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j 

Figs 6.1 and 6.2, using the referenc fr 
e equency and path length used by Sites show the 

effect of path geometry on transition fr . 
equency • Fig 6.1 shows that in the standard mid 

point geometry, assuming transverse t .
1 rat s, that the transition frequency reaches a 

minor peak for a path length of about 1250 Km 
, whereas for the less common in line 

trails, the peak is at 1700 Km and · h'gh b 
' 

18 1 
er Y a factor of about 3.25. Fig 6.2 on the 

other hand calculated for the end point geom t h . . . . . 
e ry s ows little vanatton of transition 

frequency with either path length or trail orientat' R .c. • 
100. e.terence to Figs 6.1 and 6.3 

show that 
th

e lOOOKm path at 50MHz used by Sites, and the path used in the 

experiment, 1173km at 70.67MHz are both well below th tr ·t· fr ·r ·d e ans1 10n equency 1 m1 

point antenna orientation is assumed, and hence the long wavelength path loss and 

duration equations (vi;~nd (i~) of appendix (d) may be applied. 

Figs 6.2 and 6.4 enable us to examine the situation with end point path geometry for 

the two examples. Fig 6.2 shows that both the reference lO00Km 50MHz path and the 

1173 km, 70.67 ~ path from Cambridge to Wroclaw also lie below the transition 

frequency. The latter being sufficiently close to it to question the use of the long 

wavelength equations without some scepticism. It must be realised that these transition 

frequencies are not sharply defined in practice. Appendix (d) details the criteria for 

their definition. The example path used by the experiment may be sufficiently close to 

the transition wavelength for either of the models to be equally valid. The path loss 

comparison of Table 6.4 was therefore recalculated using the short wavelength formula 

( "' ) of appendix ( d) for comparison with the experimental results. 

A third path loss program "MSLOS" described in appendix (c)(v) was written based on 

the same structure as the previous two. This used the long wavelength formula for the 

mid point path and the short wavelength formula for the end point path,and also used 

calculated values for trail height and initial trail radius. The results of the program runs 

on th · 1 th shown in Table 6 5. As can be seen, the end point path e expenmenta pa are · 

loss advantage rises to 5.8dB for transverse trails, and for in line trails the 
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mid point path loss advant . 
age ts 8.1 dB Th 

. d . ese results see t . d. 
point a vantage should b m o 1n 1cate that the end 

e observable in practice . 
predominantly transverse a d h only if the usable trails are 

, n t e sy t s em operates a bov . . 
the end point geometry only. e the trans1t1on frequency on 

Table 6.5 Normalised losses for 1173Km 
path at 70.67MHz 

Assuming end point path above trans'f f 
• • • • I ion requency and actual values for trail height 

and 1n1 t1al rad1 us 

mid point loss ( dB) end point loss ( dB) 

'3= 0 13= 90 

176.8 190.7 

for f3= 0 end> mid by 8.ldB 

for '3= 90 end < mid by 5.8dB 

~= 0 ~=90 

184.9 184.9 

If no noticeable difference in burst amplitudes was observable from the experimental 

results, this would suggests that the 70.67 MHz path operates mainly below the 

transition frequency for both antenna geometries. 

6.2 Trail duration 

Appendix ( d) equations (i Jt) and ( i) describe the criteria for predicting the durations 

of signals propagated via underdense meteor trails. Note that as was the case with the 

received power, the durations are a function of path geometry. 

6.2.1 Calculation of durations for experimental path. 

Appendix (c) (vi) shows two programs used to calculate the burst duration for a single 

trail to 0.288 of its initial value with each path geometry. One assumes the mid point 
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path is above the transition wavelen h 
. . . gt ' the other assumes both paths are below. The 

o.288 cr1ter1a 1s chosen for both d' . con 1ttons by • . . . , using appendix ( d) equation (, J J for 
the below transition wavelength ca d se an a scaled · ( . . . equation , J for the above trans1t1on 
wavelength case. The values produc d e are as follows: 

(trails transverse to path) 

Mid point path 

End point path (if above transition frequency) 

(if below transition frequency) 

( trails in line with pa th) 

Mid point path 

path (if above transition frequency) 

path (if below transition frequency) 

= 446 ms 

- 8.5 ms End point path 

- 30.5 ms 

= 446 ms End point 

= 13.3 ms End point 

= 30.5 ms 

It seems then that the end point path used in the experiment should have its usable time 

made up of very short duration bursts. It should also be noted that the actual measured 

durations extracted from the time that a received signal is above a preset threshold will 

depend upon that threshold, and hence upon the system sensitivity. For a given trail, the 

duration will be larger for a system with a low threshold than for one with a high 

threshold. 

This fact should produce an interesting effect upon the measured average duration of 

trails: 

If the power budget of a link is increased by, say, an increase in antenna gain, more 

meteor trails will appear above the measurement threshold, the number being inversely 

proportional to the change in level. These trails will produce very short bursts due to 

the. · 1 h (F. 2 1) This will have the effect of reducing the average 1r exponentla s ape 1g • · 
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burst duration. The trails that we 
1 re a ready bo 

. a ve the threshold will lengthen by an amount proportional to the logarithm f h . 
0 

t e change in level. The d oration decrease will 
therefore predominate, causing the a . 

verage duration to fall with increasing antenna 
gain or transmitter power/receiver sensi·t· ·ty 

lVl . 

The ratio between the mean trail durations for th tw . . 
e o path geometries 1s therefore of 

more interest in this experiment than the absolute values. 

6.3 Probability of detection of trails and path duty cycle. 

So far in this section, only the properties of a single reflection from a trail have been 

considered. The communications systems designer must be concerned with the 

properties of the total signal over a period of time. 

To this end, a third factor must be considered when analysing the performance of a 

meteor burst path. The number of usable trails per unit time. This can then be combined 

with the individual trail durations and amplitudes to give a measure of the duty cycle of 

a link. 

Duty cycle is defined as the percentage of total time that the received signal is above a 

preset threshold. 

Section 2.4.3 described the requirements for trails to be oriented tangential to a prolate 

spheroidal surface with transmitter and receiver at the foci for specular reflection to 

occur. 

The number of usable trails will depend upon the following factors: 

I. 

II. 

m. 

Average arrival rate of meteors 

Position of the trail radiant in the sky 

·th respect to the meteor radiants Path geometry wi 
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IV. 

I. 

II. 

Antenna radiation pattern 

This factor is readily avail bl . 
a e 1n Ref (31) 

For sporadic meteors ther 
' e are two possible approaches. Eshleman and 

Manning ( 4) assumed isotro ic d. . . 
P 1str1bution meteor radiants, whereas 

Meeks and James (23) anal sed h 
Y t e effect of assuming meteor radiants 

concentrated in the plane of th 1. . 
e ec 1ptic9 Davies(36), made measurements 

of this radiant distribution and Rudi·e (37) d . . ' er1ved a model for Davies ' s 

results in the form of a set of 1 d .c • c ose 1.orm equations. The first approach has 

been tested by a number of authors, most recently by Nes (22), and found 

to give good results on path lengths in the region of 1000km. The second, 

more general approach has been used recently by Weitzen (38) and Brown 

(33). This has enabled them to produce much better models of short range 

meteor burst systems, and highlighted the duty cycle advantages of end 

point antenna systems on these paths. 

The position of the single radiant that characterises shower meteors can be 

predicted accurately, and the effects of a particular shower accounted for. 

ill. The time of day and year, and the latitude and longitude of the path ends 

specify the orientation of the path with respect to the meteor radiant. The 

evaluation of the probability density of detection p, even for isotropic 

meteor radiants is purely geometric, and somewhat involved. Appendix (e) 

outlines the steps involved, for a model of the first kind assuming isotropic 

distribution of radiants, and evaluates pin terms of x and y co-ordinates in 

the h plane (a plane containing the midpoints of the trails). This enables 

t b Plotted to show the relative contributions to meteoric 
contour maps o e 

f f the h Plane Such maps showing one of 4 symmetrical 
rate o areas o · 

I 
h been plotted for a 1000km path ( 4). It should 

quadrants of the h P ane ave 
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be noted that there is an ell· • " 
tpttcal hole" over the path mid point where the 

probability of detection is low 11i· · . · · h 
• IS 1s explained by the fact that trails wit 

the correct orientation · th' · 
in ts area would have to be travelling almost 

parallel to the surface of the earth. There is a ridge of high probability 

forming an ellipse enclosing the transmitter and receiver locations. 

IV. The previous section points to the relevance of the antenna radiation 

patterns. The total number of usable trails can be found by summing the 

number of trails per second over the "footprint" of the antenna radiation 

pattern on the h plane. This number of trails will vary depending upon the 

area of the h plane illuminated. For example a narrow beamwidth antenna 

aimed at the mid point "hole" will detect fewer trails than one aimed at 

some part of the high probability ridge. As the burst amplitudes and 

durations are also geometric functions of the position of the reflection on 

the h plane (Appendix (d)), similar contour maps could be drawn for each 

of these quantities, and the characteristics of the propagated signal could 

be evaluated. 
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6.3.1 Standard echo units 

To reduce the number of contour ma . 
ps required, and simplify the equations Eshleman 

_ and Manning ( 4) introduced the concept of th . . ' 
e art1fic1al standard echo, this is an echo 

with amplitude and duration equal to that obt • d b . . 
a1ne y the trails viewed at backscatter 

ranger. Real echoes are considered to be made f 
up o a number of standard echoes. 

Toe value of p (Appendix e) can now be modified 

(t p"- p'sec20 where p'is the prob b'l'ty · o - a 1 1 associated with the artificial standard echo) 

to include the variation of amplitude with h plane position, and the duration increase of 

sec20 (appendix (d)). This probability duration factor yields a simpler expression than 

p and also enables easier calculation of path duty cycle. 

( appendix ( e) ). 

A contour map of this factor is a plot of the relative contribution to overall propagation 

of the various h plane areas, and is therefore fundamental to the evaluation of meteor 

burst path performance. Such a plot for the experimental 1173 km path from 

Cambridge to Wroclaw is shown in Fig 6.5. Note the "hot spots" as mentioned in 

section 4 to either side of the path mid point. 

6.3.2 Calculated duty cycle 

Using the method described in appendix (e) we can now evaluate the expected duty 

· · h ·ment The program produces the cycle for the path geometries used 1n t e experi · 

following values for long term average duty cycles for the experimental path: 

mid point 3.34 % 

end point 0.81 % 

h id point path geometry. 
A 4 to 1 advantage in duty cycle for t e m 
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Section 7 

Experimental results 

7.1 Introduction 

This section presents the results of the two main e • 
xpenments, based on data gathered 

over a period from August 1986 to February 1988 from th • • 
1 

d 
1 e angina ata egger at 

Anglia College, in Cambridge, and from July to October 1989 on the improved system 

at the Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory at Barton near Cambridge. It aims to 

cover the main objectives described in section 3.1 of this report. 

In the measurements made in Cambridge, the raw data as stored consisted of arithmetic 

mean values of amplitude, duration and number of bursts over a two minute out of ten 

minute period, from each antenna system. In the measurements made at Barton, the 

averages were taken over a 12 second period out of 30 seconds. This choice for storage 

was imposed by the limited random access memory of the BBC microcomputer. 

Section 5 describes the philosophy behind the data logger and shows how the fast 

calculation of the short term arithmetic mean was achieved. 

As the data was averaged before storage, the shape of the statistical distributions of 

burst length and amplitude are not true distributions of the original quantities, the 

averaging tending to distort the distributions towards a ormal distribution. 

7.2 Measurement thresholds 

V . b. . f 11·tude and duration threshold were tried throughout the ar1ous com 1nat1ons o amp , · 

. . th bsolute values of burst duration so measured. experiment, as these determine e a 

R . ( t· Z) will clearly show that a duration measurement eference to Figs 2.1 and 2.2 sec ton 

. 1 d nd 00 the level at which that threshold is set. based on time above a threshold w1l epe 
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for the purposes of this experiment wb . 
' ere a ratio of amplitudes and durations is 

~equired their absolute values are of less • 
1 imponance. 

In the early part of the .experiment to May 1987 h 
t e measurement thfesholds were set 

such ·hat signals above O.5µV (·113dBm) for mo th 50 . 
re an ms were counted as valid 

bursts. This was based on the measured local noise level and the predicted typical burst 

durations for the mid point signals. During the experimental run in May, calc lations 

showed that the expected values of end point duration would be considerably less .han 

SOms, so the duration threshold was reduced to 15ms, and data gathered. This level was 

determined to be the lowest sensible value that could be achieved without major 

modifications to hardware and software to increase the system sample rate. This meant 

that a 15ms burst was only three samples, so these results must be treated with some 

caution. Some 15ms data was also gathered with a higher amplitude threshold of 

1.0SµV. This represents an increase of 6.SdB to -106.SdBm and is summarised in 

Tables 7.7 to 7.9 for comparison. 

The 1989 data gathered by the modified data logger had a duration threshold of 10 ms 

corresponding to 20 samples, and an amplitude threshold of -110dBm. This was some 

10 dB higher than the level of background noise at the Barton site. 

7.3 Presentation of results 

Th d d .bed . sect1·on 7 1 was further examined statistically to obtain e raw ata as escr1 1n · 

. d litude of the received signals over long term median values for mean duration an amp 

. he ,Cambridge measurements and 12 seconds the measurement interval (2 minutes for t , 

as also calculated as a repr,esentative 
for the Barton measurements). The mean value w 

"ts lf only stores a mean value over the 
average of the original data. As the data logger I e 

d. t 'but1·oos of these mean values. It • · based on 1s r1 1 

' measurement interval, the analysis 15 • 

. edian of the original data, as the mechan of a 
would be incorrect to quote this as a m " ,, 

ed. n of the original data. A mean of means 
I . · t a true m 1 a se ect1on of mean values 1s no 
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The effect of a shower peak is shown in fig 7.3, a plot taken over the peak of the 1986 

Geminids shower. The large morning peak is again present, but a second evening peak 

in activity shows clearly with a pronounced minimum at 1400. This can be compared 

with the E - W column of the computer predicted activity histogram fig 7.4, showing 

relative activity against time and azimuth and elevation of shower radiant. We see the 

same variation in activity, with the morning and evening peaks, and the minimum at 

1400 when the shower radiant is below the horizon. 
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Fig 7.1 Typical plot of bursts per minute : Sth Feb 1987 
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Fig 7.2 Typical plot of bursts per minute : 8th Aug 1987 
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Fig 7.3 Typical plot of bursts per minute . 14th D 
· ec 1986 

Showing effect of peak of Gem. ·ct 
mi s meteor shower. 
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Fig 7.4 Activity Histogram for Geminids meteor shower 

showing favourable times for each path direction. 
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Fig 7.5 Typical plot of daily duty cycle : 
8th Feb 1987 

Fig 7.6 
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Typical plot of daily duty cycle : 14th Dec 1987 

Showing effect of peak of Geminids meteor shower . 
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one measure of patb usability used by many authors is the percentage of time that the 

signal is above a set threshold.This is usually referred to as the duty cycle. The program 

oAYDUTY (appendix (c) (iii)) was written to produce daily plots of this quantity. Figs 

7.5 and 7.6 show outputs from the program. Note the expected similarity in shape to 

figs 7.1 and 7.3. 

All these plots represent data from the mid point antenna, with the amplitude threshold 

set at 0.5 µ V and the duration threshold set at 50ms. 

Other data was sorted, analysed and displayed graphically using a spreadsheet. 

7.3.2 Monthly averages of amplitude, burst frequency, 

and duration 

7.3.2.1 Amplitudes 

Table 7.1 Mean amplitudes: 15 ms and 0.5µV thresholds 

Date mean amplitude (µ V) mid/end no of observations 

mid end (dB) (days) 

May 87 0.85 0.78 0.75 7 

June 87 0.82 0.77 0.50 23 

July 87 0.82 0.75 0.76 6 

Feb 88 0.77 0.76 0.17 12 
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Table 7.2 Mean amplitudes . 50 m d 
· s an 0.5µ V thresholds 

Date mean amplitude (µV) mid/end no of observations 
mid end (dB) 

(days) 
Jan 87 1.19 0.99 1.60 21 
Feb 87 1.17 1.03 1.15 16 
July 87 1.23 1.18 0.35 7 

Aug 87 1.18 1.16 0.59 23 

Table 7.3 Mean amplitudes: 15 ms and 1.05µV thresholds 

Date Mean amplitude (µV) mid/end no of observations 

mid end (dB) (days) 

July 87 1.69 1.55 0.7 8 

Nov 87 1.69 1.58 0.6 27 

Jan 88 1.69 1.60 0.47 13 

Table 7.4 Mean Amplitudes: l0ms and 0.7µV threshold for second experiment 

Date Mean amplitude (µ V) mid/end no of observations 

mid end (dB) (days) 

June 89 1.19 1.08 0.8 6 

July 89 1.20 1.12 0.6 3 

Aug 89 1.21 1.12 0.7 8 

Sept89 1.15 1.07 0.6 10 

Oct 89 1.15 1.07 0.6 17 

t bl d 7 4 h w that the antenna aimed at the receiving site zenith, 
a es 7.1, 7.2,7.3 an . , s o 

( h 
. d ·goals with mean amplitudes slightly less than the 

t e end point antenna) pro uces s1 

•d · t · n all cases This difference is very small, but 
antenna pointed at the path m1 poin 1 • 
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The end point improvement for transverse trails of 0.9 dB or the mid point 

improvement of 10. 7dB predicted for in line trails are not apparent. 

It can therefore be safely assumed that the hypothesis that transverse trails 

predominate, holds, and the slight reversal of the end point improvement effect could 

be put down to the minority effect of in line trails. 

There is no large end point improvement (5.8dB, Table 6.5) predicted if the end point 

path was operating above the transition frequency• 
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7.3.2.2 Durations 

Table 7.5 Mean durations : 15 ms and o 5 v hres 
· µ t holds 

Date mean duration (ms) mid/end no of observations 
mid end 

(days) 
May 87 148.8 112.7 2.20 7 

June 87 173.4 148.1 1.32 17 

July 87 125.7 108.0 1.16 6 

Feb 88 219.6 101.5 2.27 13 

Table 7.6 Mean durations : 50 ms and 0.5µ V thresholds 

Date mean duration (ms) mid/end no of observations 

mid end (days) 

Jan 87 189.4 170.4 1.10 21 

Feb 87 210.8 177.1 1.20 16 

July 87 234.4 184.1 1.27 7 

Aug 87 222.9 166.5 1.34 23 

Table 7.7 Mean durations: 15 ms and 1.05µV thresholds 

Date Mean duration (ms) mid/end no of observations 

mid end (days) 

July 87 106.5 56.5 1.88 8 

Nov 87 70.3 58.12 1.20 27 

Jan 88 71.1 62.1 1.14 12 
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Table 7.8 Mean durations: lOms and O 7 · µ V threshold for 
second experiment 

Date Mean duration (ms) mid/end no of observations 
mid end 

(days) 

June 89 176 121 1.45 6 

July 89 172 116 1.48 3 

Aug 89 269 148 1.82 8 

Sep 89 151 122 1.24 10 

Oct 89 142 102 1.39 17 

Tables 7.5, 7.6, and 7. 7 show the monthly mean durations calculated from the 

experimental data. The first point of note is that the end point bursts are shorter than the 

mid point bursts by a factor of between 1.1 and 2.27. The theory in section 6.2.1 

predicts a ratio of 14.6. It assumes a simple approach, (Appendix ( d)) with duration 

based only on the values of 0, Rt and Rr It takes no account of the antenna polar 

patterns and the fact that many trails will be simultaneously receivable on both antenna 

systems due to pattern overlap. 

A second factor could be the lack of sensitivity to very short bursts inherent in the data 

logger, due to its sample rate and duration threshold setting. 

If we take the mean of the mid point durations of tables 7.5, 7.6, and 7.7 ( 161.2) and 

scale it down by the same factor of 14.6 we arrive at a value of about 11 ms for the 

mean expected end point duration for this path, based on the experimental results. This 

is less than the threshold duration for the measuring equipment used in the first two 

experiments, and just above it in the Barton experiment. Hence many end point signal 

bursts may not have been logged. If this was the case, we would expect the ratio of mid 

to end to increase with a reduction in duration threshold. Comparing the ratio of 

number of bursts logged per minute for July and August 1987 (Table 7.10 50ms 
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(Table 7.12 lOms threshold), on each antenna shows a general 

jncre3SC, but no noticeable increase in the ratio of mid to end. 

'Ibe general effect of shorter bursts on the end point antenna can be seen but the effect 

is not as marked as theory predicts. Comparing tables 7.5 and 7.7 we can see the 

effective duration of the bursts reducing as the receiver amplitude threshold is raised. 

'Ibe factor can be seen to be approximately proportional to the logarithm of the change 

in Ievel.(33) Fig 7.8 plots the measured mid point duration increase over a year, and no 

large variations are apparent. 
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7.3.2.3 Bursts per minute 

Table 7.9 Bursts per minute: 15 ms and 0.SµV thresholds 

Date mean bursts/ minute mid/end no of observations 
mid end 

(days) 
May 87 19.0 12.0 1.60 7 

June 87 26.0 14.6 1.80 23 

July 87 22.0 9.0 2.40 6 

Feb 88 32.5 22.0 2.90 13 

Table 7.10 Bursts per minute: 50 ms and 0.5µV thresholds 

Date mean bursts/ minute mid/end 

mid end 

Jan 87 7.6 3.0 2.5 

Feb 87 5.6 2.3 2.4 

July 87 8.9 3.9 2.3 

Aug 87 9.9 3.0 3.3 

Table 7.11 Bursts per minute: 15 ms and l.05µV 

thresholds 

Date mean bursts/minute mid/end 

mid end 

July 87 6.5 2.1 3.10 

Nov 87 5.6 1.5 3.73 

Jan 88 6.4 1.2 5.30 
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Table 7.12 Bursts per minute • l0ms d 0 · an .7µV thr h . es old for second experiment 

Date mean bursts/minute mid/end no of observations 
mid end 

(daY.s) 
June 89 14.7 3.83 3.84 6 

July 89 12.2 2.97 4.1 3 

Aug 89 17.4 5.4 3.22 8 

Sep 89 11.15 3.34 3.34 10 

Oct 89 11.5 3.77 3.05 17 

Tables 7.9, 7.10, 7.11 and 7.12, show the long term mean number of bursts per minute 

calculated from the experimental data. All results show a larger number of bursts on the 

mid point antenna than on the end point antenna by a factor varying from 1.6 to 5.3. 

The model described by Brown (ref 33 fig 6) predicts a slight increase in detectable 

bursts at the receiving station zenith on a 1000 Km path, and a similar small decrease 

for a 1400 Km path. No figures are given for the magnitudes of these effects. Toe 

experimental path of 117 4km in this report has a length which lies approximately 

between these values, therefore the experimental results seem to generally agree with 

Brown's model. 

The yearly variation of meteor activity in tables 7.9 to 7.11 shows a peak in the 

summer months, and a minimum in winter, apart from one notable exception. 

Table 7.9 shows a maximum of activity in February 1988. Looking further into the 

data, this seems to be mainly due to high activity on the 2nd 3rd and 4th of the month. 

These dates do not coincide with any major showers known to the author, and the 

. . . . 1.k 1 to be caused by noise causing false triggers. 
apparent increased act1v1 ty 1s 1 e Y 

b f bursts on the 15ms threshold data 
Reference to table 7.9 shows a larger num er 0 

h 
d •th a l0ms threshold at the quiet site at 

gathered in Cambridge than that gat ere wt 
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7.3.3 Monthly distributions of amplitude, and duration. 

One of the aims of this investigation was to gather data to study statistically, the 

duration and amplitude of signals from two antenna systems. It was decided to produce 

a set of programs to sort the data into rank order and plot the cumulative distributions 

of amplitude, burst frequency and duration. This enabled a measure of the range of 

values to be obtained for the signal parameters and a further comparison to be made 

against the predicted values for the path that were calculated in section 6. The programs 

were originally written to produce tables of ranked values directly from the stored data 
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00 disc. It was considered useful to d 
pro uce the hs 

. . grap by computer to allow a quick 
visual 1nspect1on of the data. The lisf 

tngs and program d . . . . escn pttons in appendices 
(c)(iv) are the graph plotting programs but th 

e graphs presented in the thesis were 
prepared using a spreadsheet with data fr h 

om t e tabular programs, as the graphs 

produced by the BBC microcomputer were not of uffi . . . . 
s c1ent quality for pubhcation. 

The programs were finally abandoned for the Barto d t • fa . 
n a a 1n vour of producing the 

distributions directly by downloading the data direct! · t d h Y 1n o a sprea s eet program and 

analysing it using the statistical functions. 

Duration distributions 

Referring to Figs 7.10 to 7.16, a representative selection of cumulative distributions of 

mean burst durations per measurement period, we can obtain a measure of the range of 

mean durations of received signals on the experimental path. It should be noted that no 

attempt was made to determine individual meteors, apart from the constraint of a 

minimum time above threshold. Therefore a long burst with fades below the threshold 

would be counted as a number of shorter bursts. 

The distribution of underdense burst durations should follow an exponential law, but as 

mentioned earlier due to the averaging of the data logger, this should tend towards a 

Normal distribution. 

Fig 7.10 shows an example of a plot from the experimental data based on bursts greater 

than SOms. The following points are of note. There are a larger number of longer bursts 

than could be expected from underdense bursts alone!his is explained by the presence 

of overdense bursts, beginning to predominate the data at large amplitudes. The plot of 

· · bo t 360ms This seems to indicate that 
end point data crosses the mid point hne at a u · 

d bursts with the end point path geometry. 
there are a larger percentage of over ense 

ments with a 15ms duration threshold, 
If we now examine Fig 7 .11 based on measure 

. od we see that the cross-over does not take 
and taken one year later over the same peri ' 
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place. By lowering the duration threshold 
' we have made more underdense bursts 

visible and the overdense bursts beco 1 me ess predominant. The effect is visible on 
other SOms data. Figs 7.12 7.13 show th 50 e ms results for July for comparison. Here 
the cross-over is less striking, and occurs to s 

ome extent on the 15ms data. A probable 
cause for this is the previously mentioned ff . . 

e ect of Es propagation during these 
months. This will have the same effect as 

O 
. d . . . 

ver ense bursts, ie 1ncreas1ng the 

predominance of long duration signals on both geometries. 

Figs 7.14, 7.15 and 7•16 show the cumulative duration plots for the Barton experiment 

and again no cross-over of the curves is apparent. The median of mean durations are 

indicated for each path geometry, and a ratio of about 1.5:1 in favour of mid point is 

indicated. 

The predicted burst duration reductions are confirmed to some extent by the 

experimental work, within the limitations of the measuring equipment, and also agree 

with the extensive modelling work of Brown (33). To check the results more 

experimental data needs to be obtained for a short path, probably of some .. 00Km. The 

system should be capable of detecting the very short bursts that should make up the 

total signal on the end point geometry. 

Amplitude distributions 

Figs 7.17 to 7.23 show a representative selection of plots of cumulative distributions of 

d th ean signal amplitude for each o mean burst amplitudes. The values plotte are e m 

. . ) and 12 second period (B rton minute period (Cambridge measurements 

t · hours of the transmitter. measurements) measured throughout the opera ing 
. litud This uggests that the end 

Note that the 50ms curves cross over, at larger ampi · 

. ta e of large amplitude ignals. gain the 
point antenna is receiving a larger percen g 

the January plot Fig 7.17 and the August 
effect is very small, but noticeable both on 

·11 distort the picture h re and could be a 
plot Fig 7.18. Overdense bursts wi 

contributory ca use. 
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Figs 7.19 and 
7
·
20 

compare tbe data taken with the 15ms burst duration threshold. Fig 

.20 shows 
th

e cross-over of the curves at higher amplitudes as previously noted. 

Comparison to Fig 
7 

· 1
8 

shows the increase in the predominance of lower levels 

signals. The two sets of curves begin to merge at higher signal levels. The cross-over at 

higher levels does not occur on the Barton data (Figs 7. 1 - ... 3) indicating the lower 

percentage of overdense bursts due to the lower duration threshold. 

onthly percentage duty cycles 

Monthly mean percentage duty cycles were calculated from the data from the end 

point and mid point antennas and the ratios of mid to end compared. 

Table .13 Duty cycles based on 50 ms duration threshold 

and O.SµV amplitude threshold measurements 

~onth duty cycle(%) no of observations 

mid end mid/end (days 

Oct 6 2.91 1.07 2.72 17 

ov 2.95 1.73 1.70 _2 

Dec 3.01 1.00 3.40 23 

Jan 7 2.56 0.7 3.28 _o 

Feb 1.97 0.96 2.05 1-

March 2.80 2. 5 1.14 1 

April 1.75 0.72 -· 3 
1-

May 3.67 1. 7 .1 7 

July 4.75 .0 7 

Aug 4.18 0.9 .5 

1 Sept 2.02 0.46 

Average mid/ nd ratio 
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Table 7.14 Duty cycles based on 15ms dur t· 
a •on threshold 

and 0.5µ V amplitude threshold . 
measurements 

Month duty cycle(%) 
no of observations 

mid end mid/end (days) 
July 87 3.88 1.55 2.50 5 
Jan 88 2.84 0.48 5.92 3 

Average mid/end ratio 4.21 

Table 7.15 Duty cycles based on 15ms duration threshold 

and 1.0SµV amplitude threshold measurements 

Month duty cycle(%) no of observations 

mid end mid/end (days) 

July 87 1.46 0.23 6.35 8 

Nov 87 0.72 0.18 4.00 27 

Jan 88 0.68 0.15 4.53 12 

Average mid/end ratio 4.96 
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Table 7.16 Duty cycles : lOms threshold fi 
or second experiment 

Month duty cycle(%) 
no of observations 

mid end mid/end 
(days) 

3.74 June 89 0.67 5.6 
6 

July 89 2.81 0.56 5.02 
3 

Aug 89 5.96 1.36 4.38 8 

Sep 89 2.13 0.48 4.44 10 

Oct 89 2.59 0.81 3.2 11 

Average mid/end ratio 4.53 

Reference to Tables 7.13 to 7.15 shows that in all cases the mi·d · t t · po1n geome ry gives a 

higher duty cycle by a factor varying between 1.14 to 6.36 with a mean value of 4.0. 

The Barton results of table 7.16 show a mean duty cycle advantage of 4.53 for mid 

point geometry. These compare favourably with the computer model result of 4.0. 

(Section 6.3.2). 

These results are also consistent with the results calculated for 47 MHz by Brown (ref 

33 Fig 6) using his computer model. 

The daily duty cycle plots for the Barton experiment (Figs 7.-4-7.26 show a tendency 

for this duty cycle improvement ratio to reduce at times of high shower activity (11-13 

August, 6-10 October). This effect is not marked on the long term duty cycles with the 

higher duration threshold, (Fig 7.27) indicating that howers have a minority effect on 

this ratio. There is a tendency for the ratio to be higher in the ummer months and 

December/January. A possible explanation for this is that the months noted are the 

rna· d. E (Es) propagation. Es propagation is less m months for temperate zone Spora 1c · · 

path geometry sensitive than meteor burst due to the wider area of the ionised region. 
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also that the average duty cycle decre . 
Note ases Wtth the amplitude threshold change by 

factor of approximately 3.5 for mid point and 
6 5 

~ . . . 
a · LOr end point. Calculat10ns usmg 
the duty cycle calculator show that the duty cycle should decrease by a factor of 2.2 

irrespective of 
th

e pa
th 

geometry. Once again it is postulated that this difference is due 

to the masking effect of Es propagation during the summer months. If we compare only 

the January figures of Tables 7.14 and 7.15, the ratios for mid point and end point are 

4.2 and 3.2 respectively, far less dependent on path geometry and nearer the calculated 

figure of 2.2. 

It is worth noting that the incidence of Es propagation as reported by the amateur radio 

fraternity during 1987, was higher than usual, with almost daily events at 70MHz 

during June and July, and transatlantic paths being worked at 50 MHz. This type of 

propagation, whilst increasing the duty cycle of a given path, will also increase its 

susceptibility to jamming via non-meteoric modes, and could cause co-channel 

interference problems due to the existence of large signals of long duration from 

distances up to 2500 km (3-6). 
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Effect of transition wavelength 7.4 

fig 7.28 plots the difference between theoretical end point and mid point path losses 

,against path length. It is plotted for transverse trails at the experimental frequency and 

frequencies where the end point path is well above and well below the transition 

wavelength. As can be clearly seen, the end point path loss should be lower for a very 

limited range of path lengths, and even then the effect is only very small. Only below 

the transition wavelength should there be significant difference between the end point 

and mid point signal amplitudes. The experimental results show the received signals to 

be within a dB of each other, with a slight mid point advantage. 
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8.1 

Section 8 

Conclusions 

Experimental results, and cone! . us1ons about the end 

point path geometry. 

The experiment has shown that si'mple · h zen1t point' . . ing antenna systems can be used for 

meteor burst commun1cations from "di'ffi It" • cu sites with h'gh a 1 level of noise. 

Received amplitudes have been shown n t t • . o o s1gn1ficantly reduce, or increase when 

compared to mid point illumination but d · ' uration and duty cycle are significantly 

reduced. 

The attractions of "end point'' path geometry are : 

I. 

II. 

ill. 

No requirement to carefully aim the antenna in azimuth or elevation 
' 

Its inherent capability to operate from screened sites where low antenna 

elevations are not possible, 

Broadcast and mobile applications using simple low gain, zenith pointing 

antennas. 

The experiment has confirmed that for operation of an end point path in the 70 ~ 

region, the duty cycle is made up of shorter duration bursts. This requires higher data 

rates, and protocols with faster set up times. A duty cycle reduction in the order of 4:1 

can be expected on a path length of 1200km when using end point illumination with the 

types of antennas used in the experiment. This reduction shows a tendency to lessen 

around meteor showers. The experiment has shown that any path loss advantage of end 

point operation is negligible, and even then only occurs under very restricted conditions 

of path length. 
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fbe dependence of transition wavelength on path geometry has been highlighted, 

. •ng more complicated models for basic path loss at higher frequencies. requ1n 
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Section 9 

Recommendations for furth 
er work 

9.1 The data logger. 

This report has described the design and use of . . 
an inexpensive data logger to be used 

for monitoring meteor burst signals from a broad t VHF . 
cas FM radio source. The data 

gathered shows that the approach of using such d.l . . 
a rea 1 y available signal source can 

provide a viable alternative to the expense of a dedicat d i·nk .c b . . e 1 1.or as1c research into the 

characteristics of meteor burst propagation. 

9.1.1 Limitations 

Limitations upon the quality of the results were due to four main factors. 

I. Insufficient memory in the microcomputer to allow storage of data without 
. 

averaging. 

II. The high level of noise at the receiving site, in the first experiment limiting 

the absolute signal sensitivity of the receiving equipment. 

III. The four hour closedown of the source transmitter. 

IV. The presence of frequency modulation on the transmission combined with 

a narrow band receiver. 

9.1.2 Recommendations for further development of the data logger 

Many · . . ters are now available with at least 20 times the 1nexpens1ve m1crocompu 

ava·1 bl that available to the author at the start of the 1 a e random access memory as 

Pr . . h ability to sample for considerably more than 
0Ject 1n 1984. This would allow t e cap 

12 Th· s combined with a hard disc for archive 
seconds out of 30 on each antenna. 1 
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torage, would allow a far better and m 
s ore accurate d t I 

. a a ogger to be designed around a 
010dern m1crocomputer. 

The problem of noise on the site was ave 
rcome by m · h . 

oving t e experiment to a "quiet'' 
site away from sources of man made no• F 

' ise. rom the point of view of fundamental 
research into the basic properties of the meteo b 

r urst mode this was essential, but the 
aims of this experiment were to try and study th .-4' 

e pe11.ormance of meteor burst circuits 
in a "practical" environment. The system designer ma t 

1 
h 

Y no a ways ave the luxury of a 

quiet site, or have the capability of erecting large antenna systems in optimum 

locations. He is therefore faced with the problem of using a higher receiver threshold, 

and its consequent effect on duty cycle. 

The second limitation in section 9.1.1 can therefore be used to some advantage to draw 

conclusions about a practical meteor burst path. 

The problem of the modulation on the broadcast signal could be overcome by using a 

receiver with a bandwidth large enough to contain the majority of the available power. 

This though would have reduced the system sensitivity due to the degradation of 

received signal to noise ratio. One alternative approach to this problem is described 

below. 

If the statistical distribution of power in the carrier and sidebands for typical 

modulation could be defined, then the ratio of power in the actual receiver bandwidth to 

the total power available to the receiver could be estimated, and a correction factor 

applied, by the data logger software, to the long term calculated values of amplitude, 

and h • 1 As this proiect was concerned more with the ratios ence duration and duty eye e. J 

between these quantities than absolute values, 

complication of such an approach was unnecessary· 
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9_2 PosSible further work into end point geometry 

further experiments should be made fr . . . 
om a quiet site with a shorter, dedicated path, 

here the uncertainties of the chara t · • 
w c enstics of a commercial broadcast source are 

moved. Absolute signal amplitudes d d · 
re an ura hons could then be monitored, with an 

l·mproved data logger capable of discerning very short b ts fr • d h'gh 
urs om noise an to a 1 er 

degree of accuracy both in amplitude and duration. With a system with a larger storage 

capacity, the actual amplitudes and durations of the individual bursts could be stored. 

This would allow distributions to be compared to theory. On such a short path the duty 

cycle could be investigated and compared to a fuller model of the type used by Weitzen 

(38). 

There is still more practical work to be performed to determine the optimum transmit 

and receive antenna patterns for a given path, or receiving location. It should take into 

account not only the need to optimise the duty cycle, but should also consider other 

factors such as antenna size, required transmitter power and local terrain. 

When faced with communicating from deep valleys, end point illumination via meteor 

burst could provide an option. Such a "worst case" would be only accessible otherwise 

by HF, intermediate repeaters, or orbiting satellites using store and forward techniques. 

Data from such an experimental link would provide further useful information for 

system designers. 

End point geometry also has applications to mobile receiving situations where size 

limitations will rule out high gain low radiation angle antennae. Further research could 

possibly be pursued into zenith oriented, roof mounted microstrip antennae, with the 

vehicle body used as ground plane. 

The effect of overdense bursts has not been studied in any depth, and much theoretical 

WO k · h. · t be done Such bursts may prove to be the major r 1n t 1s area remains o · 

co t 'b • f " t case" link described above, and therefore good n n utton to the type o wors 

models are required, and good experimental data. 
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Universities, Polytechnics and Colleges could contribute to this in a small way by 

encouraging the Amateur Radio enthusiasts amongst their ranks to undertake projects 

to keep careful records of their use of the 144MHz band for communication via meteor 

burst with relatively simple equipment. The majority of these contacts rely on 

overdense bursts due to the relatively high frequency used. Such records could provide 

an inexpensive source of data on overdense bursts. 
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Computer to receiver interface 

120k 
150k 
82k 
5k6 
390 
lM preset 
680k 
4k7 preset 
2k2 

Components list 

Capacitors (Farads) 

Cl 
C2 
C3 
C4 
cs 
C6 

60p trimmer 
22p 
4n7 
60p trimmer 
lOOp 
1µ 

Miscellaneous 

BTl 3V lithium cell 
Xl 32 KHz crystal 
X2 3.2768 MHz crystal 

U7,8 4018 * Updated version Appendix A2 only * 
Ql BC461 
D1,2 1N4148 
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Appendix (b) 

1.Antenna models 

The computer program for the calculation of link duty cycle described in appendix (e) 

requires information in the form of a gain function in azimuth and elevation about the 

polar pattern for the antennas at either end of the link. 

1. 1 Receiving antennae 

Both antennae in use at the receiving site were five element Yagi Uda arrays on 0.8 

wavelength booms designed to NBS specification (29) designed for use in the amateur 

radio 70?vfHz band. Section 5 details the reasons for their choice. 

The first gain function model to be considered was that used by Nes (22) 

Gr(a,b) = G0 EXP(-(a2+b2)G0 ) b > 3 degrees 

4 

b < 3 degrees .......... (i) 

where Gr - the gain function 

a,b - the azimuth and elevation angles -
respectively 

Go - the maximum gain = 8.9l -

· b - +- 90 degrees with the published plots This was initially compared over the range a, -

(29) . . t the differing azimuth and elevation beamwidths. , but did not take into accoun 
· ression was deemed suitable to describe 

After a little trial and error, the followmg exp 

the free space polar pattern. 
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where G0 =13.5 corresponding to the u ted 
q O figure of 9.2 dBd (dB reative to half wave 

dipole) 

The elevation pattern was modified to allow fo 15 dB . . 
r a side lobe for elevations above 

60 degrees to better fit the published plot at thes 1 . e e evat1on angles. 

Figs Ab1 and AbZ show plots of this model compared to the published plots. 

Equation (ii) was used for the mid point and by rotating the pattern of the end point 

antenna by 90 degrees. 

1.1.1 Effect of ground and buildings on antenna patterns 

Any antenna above ground can be considered as an array of itself and its image in the 

ground. The receiving antenna at the Cambridge site is 4.5 wavelengths above ground, 

giving an array factor after Krauss ( 4 t) (assuming a plane and perfectly conducting 

ground) of: 

The array factor bas the effect of skewing the main lobe of an antenna upwards. The 

magnitude of this effect can be calculated from : 

elevation of first major lobe = arcsin(1/4h) 

where h is the antenna height above ground in wavelengths 

This gives a value of about 3 degrees (0.0524 radians) for the project antenna. The 

effect of an ideal ground was added to the radiation pattern of the antennae in the 

com t d 
1 

h a t on duty cycle It was found to increase the apparent pu er mo e , to see t e e.uec · 

d ty 1 2 · b th the end point and mid point cases. This small 
u cycle by a factor of about . 1n ° 

f · · f th computer model and as the antenna 
actor is probably less than the uncertainties O e ' 

h £ the gain due to ground reflection would be 
was located above buildings and t ere ore 
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Y unlikely to be realised, it was d 'd d . 
ver eci e to simply skew the free space pattern 
upwards by 3 degrees. 

1.2 Transmitting antenna. 

Detailed information proved impossible to obtain for the antenna system used at Radio 

Wroclaw, apart from the broad statement that they were high gain, omnidirectional and 

had a low vertical radiation angle. It was therefore decided to use a model that fitted 

commonly used Band 1 and 2 broadcast antennas used in Europe. 

Reference 35 gives measured plots for a number of television transmitters in Band 1 

and they all have a vertical 3dB beamwidth in the order of 5 to 10 degrees. 

The model for the elevation pattern used in the duty cycle calculations was based on 

the following formula: 

Gt = EXP(-kb2 ) ••••••••• (iii) 

where k is a constant (as the EIRP of the transmitter was known, the antenna model 

was normalised to the gain of an isotropic radiator) 

3. Model testing 

Due to the lack of hard information it was decided to run the duty cycle model with a 

number of different transmit antenna configurations. This would determine the 

magnitude of its effect on the duty cycle. 

Th .c • t · radt' a tor followed by equation (iii) with k=25 e re1erence run used an 1so rop1c , 

d d k-35 representing 7.5 degrees. representing elevation 3dB points of 10 egrees an -

Tb . b h · d point and end point illumination at the e runs were carried out with ot mt 

r . . · del of equation (ii). eceiv1ng site, using the 5 element yagt mo 
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found that the calculated duty I i'. I 
It was eye e ~e I by a factor of 1.7 when going from an 

isotropic source to ei
th

er of the two realistic models, with no noticeable change 

t,etween k=2
5 

ao
d 

k=
35

. This change was confirmed both with the end point and mid 
Point calculations. 

It was therefore decided to use k:::25 in all calculations. 

To try and model any secondary lobes on the azimuth pattern of the antennas, a 

secondary lobe of -20dB down on main lobe was added to the antenna patterns outside 

the range modelled by the forward lobe. This was found to make negligible difference 

to the calculated duty cycles and was therefore abandoned. 
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Appendix ( c) (i) 

program description "RUNPROG" 

This is the main program controlling the experiment r . 
It calls the assembler code sampling routine "METOR~~!!1g. 
CONSTANTS . 

TIMER 
SAMPLE 
SETUP•.•.• ........ .locations in assembly code 

BNUM 
LSBL 
MSBL 
LSBA 

program 

MSBA .............. .locations for results of 
METOR12 

VARIABLES 
BLENGTH ............ cumulative burst length in 

tenths of seconds 
ALEN .............. . average burst length 
AMPL .............. . cumulative burst amplitude 
AAMP .............. . average burst amplitude 
BNUM .............. . number of bursts over 2 min 

period 
tenhour ............ tens of hours 
hour ............... units of hours 
tenminute .......... tens of minutes 
minute ............. units of minutes 
month .............. units of month 
tenmonth ........... tens of month 
tenday ............. tens of days 
day ................ units of days 
houmo$ ............ hour header for disc file 

PROCEDURES 
time ............... returns day ,date, time 

"d "gh t new day file m1 n1 t ........... crea es a 
divide .... ......... works out average data values 
storedata .......... puts 1 hrs averaged data to 

disc 
ARRAYS 

STORE .............. stores sorted 2 min data 
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PROGRAM 

Set up user memory and load 
Hocate memory locations fo:SSembler code 

code results of :METOR 12 assembler 
Find out what time and date is 
Create a day file for data storag· e with t·t1 
"datemonth" 1 e 
Call assembler code sampling routine t th 
hour's data O ga er an 
Create array "STORE" 
REPEAT forever 

END PROGRAM 

LISTING 

work out averaged amplitude and duration 
over ~ach two minute period. 
store 1n array named "STORE" 
Find out what time is 
Write contents of "STORE" to dayfile disc 
IF midnight 
THEN create new day file 
Call assembler code routine to gather 
another hour's data 

10 REM running program for MPhil project 
20 REM version 14 15/2/87 (c) JC Worsnop 
30 REM program structure identical to "WHOLE13" with 

added comments 
35 REM name of PROCdisc changed to PROCtime for clarity 
60 REM variable declarations 
100 HlMEM=&7FFF : REM allocates more space to program 
150 REM loads sampler code from disc 
200 *LOAD meteo12 0900 
300 *DR.2 
350 REM the following lines point to parts of sampler code 
400 TIMER=&0907 
420 SAMPLE=&0948 
430 SETUP=&900 
450 REM the following lines allocate memory locations to 

results of SAMPLE 
500 BNUM=&2100 
600 LSBL=&210D 
700 MSBL=&211A 
800 LSBA=&2126 
900 MSBA=&2132 
1150 REM main program starts h re 
1200 PROCtime 
1300 PROCmidnight 
14

00 CALL SETUP rt d minut data 1 00 EP 1500 DIM STORE(3,12): REM array to 't r 
1700 PROCdivide 
1800 PROCtime 1
900 PRO toredata rt d durati n 

200() CALL SAMPLE : R M returns total amp 1 u 
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and number of valid bursts 
ztOO UNTIL FALSE 
2200 END 
2300 REM end of main program 

60 -----------~-23 ·~=~----------~-===-----
2400 DEF PROCdivide : REdM ;,?rb-~~::;:=a~::~;li:d;;;;=============== 

uratton for 2 mins 
2450 REM and stores away in hour array "STORE" 
zsoo =0 

2600 REPEAT 
z 00 BLE G~=((MSBL? *256+(LSBL? )*5E-2 
2800 IF B ruM. =0 THE ALE =0 ELSE ALE ==BLE TGTH/(B ITJM? j\ 

2900 = 1 3000 STORE(l,N)=ALE · •1 

3100 UNTIL =12 
3200 =0 3300 REPEAT 
3 00 AMPL=(256*(MSBA?N)+(LSBA?N)) 
3500 IF BNUM?N=0 THEN AAMP=O ELSE AAMP=AMPL/(BNUM? 
3600 = +1 
3 00 STORE(2,N)=AAMP 
3800 ~T[L N=12 
3900 =0 
4000 REPEAT 
100 T= +1 
200 STORE(3,1 =(BNUM?(N-1)) 

4300 ~T[L N=12 
4400 ENDPROC 
4500 
---------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------~--._ _____________________________________ _ 
4600 DEF PROCtime : REM looks to see what day, date, and 

time it is 
700 tenhour=FNrtime( &C7) 

4800 hour=FNrtime( &C6) 
4900 tenminute=FNrtime( &CS) 
5000 minute=FNrtime(&C4J 
5100 month=FNrtime( &CA) 
5200 tenday=FNrtime( &C9) 
5300 tenmonth=FNrtime( &CB) 
5400 day=FNrtime(&C8J 
5500 tenday=FNrtime( &C9) 
5600 E iDPROC 
5650: 
5700 · -----------========================= 
5800 DEF== rti~e(;ddr;;o/:t==@M ;~lti~-clock access routine 5900 LOCAL 
r% 
6000 address%=address%AND &FF 
61fX} IF(address%<&CO) OR (address%>&FE) THE =O 
6200 A %=&92:X%=address%:r%= USR( &FFF4) 
6300 ={r% AND &FOOOO) DIV &10000 
6350 · 

~ ~EFP1tac:1<1Jtl;h;;&E~~(~;;;;f iteE:~:~ir~;rro :~L~~~ 
X enam$=STR${tenday)+ ay 

6~PE OUT(filenam$) 

6950 
~NDPROC 
• 

All 



1m ;EFPROCsta:=ed:;=:REM;:;=;:e=;~~:-s=;,:;;;-================== 
data to disc day file zoo houmo$=STR$(tenhour)+STR$(hour) 

7300 pRJNT#X, V AL(houmo$) 
40() FOR COLUMN=l TO 12 
00 FOR ROW=l TO 3 

~O PRINT#X, STORE(ROW,COLUMN) 
OO NEXTROW 

800 NEXT COLUMN . 
900 IF hour=O AND tenhour=O AND m1nute=0 AND tenminute=O 

THEN PROCmidnight 
8000 ENDPROC 
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Appendix (c) (ii) 

Th ·s is the 6502 assembler code routine wh · h 1 
IC controls the reading of the data from the 

Al)C connected to the user port of the BBC micro. 

Th Purpose of this software is to allow th 
e e system to look at the received signal 

litude from each antenna for two m1· t f amp nu es out o every ten. All sampling starts at 

multiples of five minutes past the hour. 

At hour + 0 minutes the software switches the mid point antenna to the receiver and 

stores five millisecond samples of data to the machine's RAM (the "scratch pad")for 

two minutes. 

From hour +2 to hour +5, the software sorts through the data and counts the number of 

valid bursts, and their cumulative amplitudes and durations. These are stored as 2 bytes 

for total amplitude, 2 bytes for total duration, and 1 byte for the number of valid bursts 

in the period. The software then goes back to checking the clock and when hour +5 is 

reached the end point antenna is switched to the receiver and the whole process repeats 

for two minutes of end point data. 

This process of changing antennas and logging data continues until the hour is reached, 

when the routine returns control to "RUNPROG". At the end of the hour the program 

has stored 30 bytes of data from each antenna representing the number of bursts 

logged, and their cumulative amplitude and duration. 
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program description "METOR12" 

Initialise user port on B~C for all lines inputs 

P
ut o in zero page location &79 (used late) 
beck minutes of clock r 
~ roinut~ = 0 THEN. switch to midpoint ante 
AND check. tens of mmutes nna 
If tens of minutes.= 0 THEN return to RUNPROG 
ELSE start samphng 
ELSEIF minutes = 5 THEN switch to en~point antenna and 

. . start sampling 
samphng routine 
.sample 
set up user port 
initialise scratch pad to location &2140 
REPEAT 

wait for data ready from ADC 
store sample 

UNTIL scratch pad full to &7F00 

The RAM now contains 24K samples representing 2 minutes of data 

Sorting routine for detecting bursts 
.sift 
Initialise temporary storage locations 
set sort start location to &2140 
REPEAT 

look at sample 
IF sample above threshold branch to routine ".ping" 
ELSE increment sample location 

UNTIL sample location = &7FOO 
call routine" .array" 
Sample above threshold routine . 
. ping 
store this sample as current maximum 
set sample count to zero 
REPEAT 

add 1 to sample count 
increment sample location . 
IF next sample > current maximum THEN make 1t . 

current maximum AND 
' Increment sample count 

ELSEIF next sample > threshold THEN increment sample 
count 

ELSEIF sample count > 3 THEN. add sample c?unt and 
current maximum to running tally and increment burst count 

(routine ". incr'') 
~ sample location :: &7FOO OR sample count < 3 
ranch back to .sift routine at .retro 

one hour storage routine 
,array . . 
This rouf h d d d t from sift as 60 bytes per hour starting at location &

2 
me stores t e re uce a a • 

l00 .(See memory allocation table) 
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pROGRAM LISTING "METE012" (p 
rogram for 1st main experiment) 

10 REM source code for meteo12 for MPh·l . 
20 REM (c) JC Worsnop 1986 1 proJect 
3o REM further comments added 15/2;87 
40 REM restructured slightly and more co 

writeup 25/6/87 mments added for 
50: 
60 D™ PASS 450 
70 FOR 1%=0 TO 3 STEP 3:P%=PASS 
80 : 
90 REM start of code 
100 [OPT!% 
110 : 
120 .setup \ Initialise Port 
130 LDA#&OO : STA&FE62 : STA&79 
140 : 
170 .timer \ finds out if minutes O or 5 
180 LDX#&C4 
190 JSR r.time \ returns minutes in Y register 
200 CPY #&00 : BEQ strO : CPY#05 : BEQ str5 
240 JMP timer \ loops if not O or 5 
250 : 
260 .strO \ switches to mid an checks if top of 

hour then starts sampling 
270 LDA#&CE : STA&FE6C : STA&FE6O : LDX#&C5 
310 JSR r.time \ returns tens of minutes in Y register 320 CPY#O : BEQ disc : 
JMP sample 
360 : 
370 .str5 \ switches end ant then starts 

sampling 
380 LDA#&EE: STA&FE6C: STA&FE6O: JMP sample 
420 : 
430 .disc \ 

440 LDA#O : STA&79 : RTS 
470 : 

top of hour routine , returns to 
BASIC prog to disc dump 

480 .sample \ ADC sampling routine 
490 LDA#&9O : ORA&FE6C : STA&FE6C : LDXil9 : LDX&77 _ . 
540 LDX#&21 \ sets start of "scratch pad' to &2140 .:,SO STX&? · 
LDY#&40 
560 : 
570 .begin 

;: ~1&10\ waits for data ready signal from ADC 600 BIT&FE6D: BEQ ait 
: LDA&FE60 
610 STA(&77) y \ stores sample in RAM 
640 INY : CPY#O : BNE begin : INC&78 ·nutes 
650 LDA#&7F . CMP&78 \ checks for end ohf 2 ~~ull to 

~~ ~NE begin 
• 720 .sift \ 

· ( crate pa 
&7FFF) 

sorts through stored RAM data 
and detects bursts 
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~ ~:Jcl\~72 : STA&73 : STA&74 : STA&75 : STA&76 

g()() LDX#&21 : STX&78 : LDX#&40 : LDY#&40 \ sets start 

location for sort to 
&2140 • . 

. sort 
LDA(&77),Y 

850 
860 
8 0 
ping 
9()() 

\ checks if sample above threshold 880 
CMP#&AO : BCS 

.retm 
INY \ if not moves to next sample 
CPY#O : BNE sort 

910 
920 
930 
940 INC&78 : LDA#&7F : CMP&78 \ checks for end of 

scratch pad at _,7F..,,.'F..._F 
980 BNE sort : JSR array : 1MP timer \ end of main 

1010 : 
1020 .ping 
1030 STA&74 

program 

STA&70 : STA&71 
10 0 : 

\ sample above threshold routine 
\ stores sample in location &7 4 
(this stores the burst maximum value) 1040 

1080 .burst \ increments sample count 
1090 INC&70 : LDA#O : CMP&70 : BEQ pag 
130 : 

1140 .back \ moves on to look at next sample 
value 

1150 INY: CPY#O : BEQ paje 
1180 : 
1190 
1200 

.test 
LDA(&77),Y: CMP&74 

1220 BCC less : STA&74 
1240 : 
1250 .less 

\ checks if above 
current maximum 

260 CMP#&AO \ if not checks if still above . 
threshold and returns tf so 

1270 BCS burst : LDA&71 : CMP#O : BNE incr : LDA&70 
1320 CMP#&03 : BCC retm ·\ checks if burst>3 

samples, if not ignores and looks for next 
sample 

\ if burst > 3 samples adds length_ II d 
and amplitude to running ta y an 

1340 · • 

increments burst count LDA#O 
1350 .incr: LDA&74 : CLC : ADC&7SC:LSCT~~~~72: STA&72 1410 ADC&76: STA&76: LDA&70: . · 1470 LDA&71 : ADC&73 : STA&73 : INX : JMP retrn 
1520 . 

• 

1530 .pag . 
1540 INC&71 \ sample count paging routme 

LDA#O : 

155
0 .IMP back : RTS 

1570 . . !590 INC&78 : LDA#&7F : 15 · • aging routine 80 .paje \ scratch pad pointer P 
~&78 : BNE test : JSR array 
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l640 JMP timer 
1650 : . 
1660 .r.ttme \ reads time fr . 
sTY&60: LDA#&0F om realtime clock 1670 LDA#&92: JSR&FFF4: 
1680 AND&60 : TAY : RTS 
1740 .array \ stores sorted data in 5 b 

lZ yte by · 
1750 TXA: LDX#O: STX&77 . Ltrray ready for disc dump 
1810 STA(&77),Y : LDX#&oo·• sli#&Zl: STX&78: LDY&79 
1860 LDX#&l A : STX&77 : LJ:iA&7f_7J;,k(1l_A&72: STA(&77),Y 
1910 STX&77 : LDA&75 · STA(& . 77),Y: LDX#&26 

LDA&76 . ST'A(&77). y IN 77),Y: LDX#&32: STX&77 1960 · .n. , : C&79 : RTS 
2000 : 
2010 ]:NEXT!% 
2020 CALL setup 

Modified Program "PHDCD6D" for second experiment 

10 REM source code for Phd project 
20 REM (c) JC Worsnop 1989 7/9/89 
30 REM version 6D (FF mod long burst mod+ hysteresis) 
40 REM modified to start at seconds O and 30 
50 : 
60 FOR 1%=0 TO 3 STEP 3:P%=&900 
70 : 
71 space =&14 
80 counter= &7A 
90 threshold = &90 
100 REM start of code 
110 [OPT 1% 
120 : 
130 .setup \ Initialise Port 
140 LDA#&00 : STA&FE62 : STA&79 
170 • • 

. timer \ finds out if seconds O or 30 180 
190 LDX#&C2: JSR r.time \ returns seconds in 

210 
240 
250 

270 
310 
320 
330 

340 
380 
390 
430 

CPY#O : BEQ continue : IMP timer 
.continue 

register 

LDX#&C3 : JSR r.time \ returns tens of se~nds in 
Y register 

CPY #&00 : BEQ str0 : CPY#03 : BBQ str30 
1MP timer \ loops if not O or 30 
• 

:strO \ switches to mid and checks if end of ten 
minutes then 

LDA#&CE : STA&FE6C : STA&FE6_G : LDX#&C4 
JSR r.time \ returns minutes in Y register 
CPY#O : BEQ disc : JMP sample 

440 .str3O \ switches end ant the~ starts 
samphng 

1 450 LDA#&EE : STA&FE6C : STA&FE60 : JMP samp e 
490 
500 . t ms to BASIC prog .disc \ ten minute routine, re u 
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LDA#O : STA&79 : RTS 
• • 

510 
540 
550 
560 
610 
620 
640 
650 
660 
670 
700 
710 
760 

. sample \ ADC sampling routine 
LDA#&90 : ORA&FE6C : STA&FE6c . 
LDX#&Zl \ sets start of "scratch pad~' ~~f114:0STX&77 
STX&78 : LDY#&40 
.begin 
LDA#&l0 

.wait \ waits for data ready signal from ADC 
BIT&FE6D : BBQ wait : LDA&FE60 
STA(&77),Y \ stores sample in RAM 
INY : CPY#O : BNE begin : INC&78 : LDA#&7F 
CMP&78 \ checks for end of twelve seconds 

770 BNE begin 
(scratch pad full) 

780 : 
790 .sift \ sorts through stored RAM data and 

detects 
LDA#O : STA&72 : STA&73 : STA&74: STA&75 : STA&76 
TAX : STX&77 : LDX#&21 : STX&78 : LDX#O 
LDY#&40 \ sets start location for sort to &2140 

800 
860 
910 
920 : 
930 
940 
950 
960 
980 
990 : 
1000 
1010 
1020 
1040 
1060 

.sort 
LDA(&77),Y \ checks if sample above threshold 
CMP#&FF \ or FF 
BEQ retrn : C~# threshold 
BCS ping \ if > AO go to ping 

.retrn 
INY \ if not moves to next sample 
CPY#O : BNE sort 
INC&78 : LDA#&7F 
CMP&78 \ checks for end of scratch pad at 

1070 
1080 
1090 
1100 
1110 
1120 
1130 
1140 
1150 
1170 · 

&7FOO 

1180 

BNE sort 
.finish 
JSR array 
1MP timer 
• • 

\ end of main program 

. ping \ sample above threshold routine 
STA&74 \ stores sample in locatio!l &74 
LDA#O \ (this stores running maximum) 
STA&70 : STA&71 \ sets sample counter to zero 
. 

1190 
1220 
1240 
1250 
1260 
1290 . 

. burst \ increments sample count ~ . 
INC&70 : LDA#O : CMP&70 \ checks .1.or paging 
BNE back : INC &71 

'.back \ moves on to look at next sample value 
1NY : CPY#O : BEQ paje 

1300 
1310 
1320 
1330 

. 

.test l 
LO A( & 77), y \ gets next sam P e 
CMP#&FF : BEQ less ·r b current maximum 
CMP&74 \ checks 1 a ove 
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BCC less: STA&74 
• • 

1350 
1370 
1380 
1390 

Jess \ comes here if =FF or < curr 
CMP# threshold \ if not checks .f ~

1
°
1 

t maxm 

1400 

1410 
1420 
1440 
1450 
1480 

1 stt above 
BCS burst t~eshold 

\ if so burst still 
.spacevalid \ if< threshold or FF on .. loops back to burst 
LDA#l : STA counter 
.getsample 
INY: CPY#O: BNE go on 
.paj \ only if Y =0 mes MSB and checks 

for 7FOO 
1490 INC &78 : LDA#&7F : CMP &78 
1520 BNE go_ on \ burst over, checking for spaces 
1530 JMP lenvalid2 \ if end of scratch pad 
1540 .out2 
1550 JSR incr : JSR array : JMP timer 
1580 : 
1590 
1600 
1610 
1620 
1630 

.go_on 
LDA(&77),Y 
STA&7B 
CMP # threshold 
BCSmore 

\ gets next sample 
\ stores in &7B 

\ checks if above threshold 

1640 .counterinc \ increments 20counter 
650 INC counter : LDA #space 

1670 CMP counter \ checks if 20 
1680 BEQ valid \ if so finishes 
1690 JMP getsample 
1700 .more 
1701 LDAcounter: CLC: ADC&70: STA&70: LDA#O 
1706 ADC&71: STA&71: LDA&7B \ compares to present max 
1771 CMP#&FF: BEQ less: CMP &74: BCC less 
1800 LOA &7B \ replaces if greater 
1810 STA &74 : JMP less 
1820 .inc \ length ok 
1840 JSR incr : JMP retrn 

.valid 
1MP allvalid 
.exit 
1MP retrn 

1860 : 
1870 
1880 
1890 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1930 
1940 
1960 
1970 
1980 
1990 
2010 
2020 
2040 
2041 
206() 

• • 
. paje \ scratch pad pointer paging routine 
INC&78 : LDA#&7F 
CMP&78 \ checks for end of scratc~ pad 
BNE test \ if not goes to test and continues 
1MP lenvalidl \ if so checks length only 
.outl 
JSR array : JMP timer 
• • 

.lenvalidl 
LDA&71 . SB mple count = 0 
CMP#O \ if not checks if M 

25
;a burst valid 

BNE fin \ if not must be > · · · 
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2070 LDA&70 : CMP#&0A 

2()90 BCS fin \ checks if burst> lO sam 1 . 
inc P es, if not, 

JMP outl 2100 
2101 : 

~g~ j;. incr : JMP finish 

2140 
2141 
2142 
2147 

• • 
Jenvalid2 
LDA&71 : CMP #0 : BNE fin : LDA &70 : CMP#&0A 
BCS fin : JMP out2 r 

2149 : 
2150 .incr 
2160 LDA&74 : CLC : ADC&75 : STA&75 : LDA#O : ADC&?6 
2220 STA&76 : LDA&70 : CLC : ADC&72 : STA&72 . LDA&?l 
2280 ADC&73:STA&73:INX:RTS . 
2320 : 
2330 .allvalid \ space ok checks length 
2340 LDA&71 : CMP#O : BNE inc : LDA&70 : CMP# &0A 
2390 BCS inc : JMP exit 
2410 : 
2420 .r.time \ reads time from realtime clock 
2430 LDA#&92 : JSR&FFF4 : STY &60 : LDA#&0F: AND&60 
2480 TAY: RTS 
2500 : 
2510 .array \ stores sorted data in 5 byte by 20 array 
2520 TXA : LDX#&CA : STX&77 : LDX#&20 : STX&78 : LDY &79 
2580 STA(&77),Y: LDX#&DE: STX&77: LDA&72: STA(&77),Y 
2630 LDX#&F2: STX&77: LDA&73: STA(&77),Y: LDX#&21 
2684 STX&78: LDX#&06: STX&77: LDA&75: STA(&77),Y 
2730 LDX#&lA: STX&77: LDA&76: STA(&77),Y: INC&79 
2780 RTS 
2790 : 
2800 ]:NEXT!% 
2810 CALL setup 
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ndix (c) (iii) ;\ppe 

fhe first three programs "NUMBERS", "AMPLTDE", and "DURATON" produce 

ts of number of burSls, average amplitude, and duration per two minute period plo 

. t time for a selected day. aga1ns 

As they are all of the same basic format, differing only in the quantity read from the 

file, I will only describe the operation of "NUMBERS", the other two will be self 

explanatory• 

Program description "NUMBERS" 

CONSTANTS 

mid,end .......... pointer start values for reading burst 

number data 

VARIABLES 

filename$ .......•... •.•.•• ••............. day file required 

drive .......... • • • • • • • • · • • • · · · · · • · · · · · · · . . .. datasource drive 

choice ..................•••..... temporary store for pointer 

end of file counter Counter .•........ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

tot ••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . ...... .loop counter 

burst ...••.••••••••••••••••• • P tern orary store for input data 

byte 

arraycount. .............. counts up by 6 to indicate end of 

a stored number 

·me stored number is read hop ....... incremented by 6 each ti 

column ...••. · · · · · · · · · · · · .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
array pointer 

PROCEDURES 
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axes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . d • • • • • ••••• . . . . . . . . . . . raws axes 

cales ...................................... puts on scales 

graph,· .... ·· .. · .. · · · · .. · .. · · .... · .. · .. · ·•••• ... plots graph 

mid paint.·········· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·······.reads data from file 

initialise .. ••••••••·•···••• .sets up drives and opens files 

ARRAYS 

midpoint. ..... ••••••••••••••• .holds required data from file 

MAIN PROGRAM 

Input wanted file details 

Dimension array "midpoint'' to hold extracted data 

Draw graph axes and scales set pointer to read endpoint data 

REPEAT (once) 

Read data from disc into "midpoint'' 

plot data 

set pointer to read endpoint data 

END of program 

Program listing "NUMBERS" . . " 
10 REM Number of bursts per 2-min period vs time 
20 REM version 1 22/11/86 
21 REM further comments added 1/7 /87 
30 REM (c) JC Worsnop 1986 
40 REM start of main program 
50 mid=17 
60 end=35 
70 pointer=end ,, 
SO PRINT "PROGRAM TO PLOT BURSTNUMBERS 
90 PRINT 
100 lNPlJT''WHAT IS THE FILENAME",filename$ 
llO lNPUT''WHICH DRIVE IS IT IN",drive g~ ~IM midpoint(144) 
140 0DE1 
lSo PROCaxes 
160 PR0Cscales 
170 GCOL O 3 

tot::::Q ' 
180 REPEAT 
19() h . 
200 c 01ce=pointer 
210 P~0Cinitialise 

l>Otnter=choice 
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REPEAT 
O p&OCmidpoint 

230 uNTU., counter=288 
CLOSE#O 

O p&OCgra~h 
.. 70 painter=m1d 
, tot==tot+ 1 
-~ GCOL0,2 

300 UNTIL tot=2 
310 •DR.0 
320 END 
330 

REM: PROCEDURES 340 --------------350 ·------------------------
360 REMsETS UP DRIVES ANDOPENSRLEs 
3 o DEF PROCinitialise 
380 IF drive= 0 THEN •DR.O 
390 IF drive= 1 THEN •DR.1 
400 IF drive= 2 THEN •DR.2 
410 IF drive= 3 THEN •DR.3 
420 channel =0 PENIN ( filename$) 
430 counter=O 
440 arraycounter=O 
450 hop=6 
460 ENDPROC 
470 ·------------------------------.-------------------------------== 
480 REM READS DATAFILES 
490 DEF PROCmidpoint 
500 REPEAT 
510 PTR#channel=(pointer+ 18*counter) 
520 INPUT#channel,burst 
530 midpoint( arraycounter)=burst 
540 counter=counter+2 
550 arraycounter=arraycounter+ 1 
560 UNTIL arraycounter=hop 
570 pointer=pointer+S 
580 hop=hop+6 
590 ENDPROC 
600 ·~ --------=== .-==------..... -----------.... -==--------

_____________ ,.... _____ _ 
610 REM PLOTS GRAPH 
620 DEF PROCgraph 
630 MOVE 50,150 
640 FOR column=O TO 143 . ))) 660 NEXT column 650 DRAW SO+(column*8),150+(6*(midpoint(column 
670 ENDPROC 
680·--- -----========= 
690 'iEMDRAws=AXESFoR-aRAPH i~o DEF PROCaxes 

GCOLO 1 720 MOVE .SO 150 i: FOR colu~n=O TO 143 STEP 6.2l 7 

750 MOVE 50+(column*8),918 
76(J DRAW SO+(column*S),150 
770 ,~EXT column 

1v10VE 50,150 
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fOR row=0 TO 768 STEp 
96 MOVE 50 (row+ 150) 

DRAW 1194,(row+l50) 
NEXf row 

o ENDPROC 
,, ---------0 ·----=------------==-------iEM PUTS scALEso====AXi;======:::::: 
;0 DEF PROCscales 

g60 VDUS 
o value=0 

gg0 FOR X=30 TO 1204 STEP 50 
90 MOVE X,130 

900 IF value=0 OR value::1 OR value-
value=7 OR value::9 OR value:_3 OR value::5 OR 
value=15 OR value==l 7 OR valll OR value::13 OR 
OR value=23 THEN PRINT·v 1ue:::i9 OR value==21 

910 value=value+ 1 ' a ue 
920 NEXTX 
930 MOVE 300,80 
940 PRINT "Time GMT Date ";filename$ 
950 yval ue=0 
960 FOR yvalue=16 TO 128 STEP 16 
910 MOVE 1194,160+(yvalue*6) 
980 PRINT; yvalue 
990 NEXT yvalue 
1000 MOVE 600,1000 
1010 PRINT"Bursts per minute" 
1020 VDU4 
1030 ENDPROC 

Program listing "DURATON'' 

10 REM Burst Duration per 2-min period vs time 
20 REM version 1 22/11/86 
30 REM further comments added 1/7/87 
40 REM (c) JC Worsnop 1986 
50 mid=5 
60end=23 
70 pointer=end 
80 REM START OF MAIN PROGRAM ,, 
90 PRINT "PROGRAM TO PLOT BURST DURATIONS 
100 PRINT 
110 lNPUT"WHAT IS THE FILEN~"rfilename$ 
l20 lNPUT''WHICH DRIVE IS IT IN ,dnve 
130 DIM midpoint(144) 
l40MODE1 
lS0 PROCaxes 
160 PROCscales 
170GCoL o 3 
180 tot::Q ' 
190REPEAT 
200 ch · . 
210 01ce=po1nter 

220 P~OCinitialise 

230 po1nter=choice 
REPEAT 



pROCmidpoint 
240 ~ counter=288 
zSO CLOSE#O 
2fo pROCgra~h 
2 0 pointer=mtd 
2 
90 tot:::tot+ 1 

2 GCOL 0,1 
300 f n.T"rTT tot=2 310 ur~ .1UJ 

320 *DR.0 

~~~PROCEDURES 
--------------50 ~~-=------------=--~-3 ·--------- -----------

36o'iEM SETS-~ ~RIVES AND OPEN=FILE; 
370 DEF PROCm1tiahse 
380 IF drive= 0 THEN *DR.O 
390IFdrive= 1 THEN *DR.1 
400 IF drive= 2 THEN *DR.2 
410 IF drive= 3 THEN *DR.3 
420 cbannel=OPENIN(filename$) 
430 counter=O 
440 arraycounter=O 
450 hop=6 
460ENDPROC 
470·------------------------------------------------------. ----------
480 REM READS DATAFILES 
490 DEF PROCmidpoint 
500REPEAT 
510 PTR#channel=(pointer+ 18*counter) 
520 INPUT#channel,burst 
530 midpoint(arraycounter)=burst 
540 counter=counter+ 2 
550 arraycounter=arraycounter+ 1 
560 UNTIL arraycounter=hop 
570 pointer=pointer+S 
580 hop=hop+6 
590ENDPROC 
600·-- ----------== --------------------- --------. --------------------
610 REM PLOTS GRAPH 
620 DEF PROCgraph 
630 MOVE 50,150 
640 FOR column=O TO 143 . ))) 
650 DRAW 50+(column*8),150+(192*(midpomt(column 
660 NEXT column 
670ENDPROC 
680 -----=== ·------- ---------==-------
690.DEFPRoc=::======-----
700 REM DRAWS AXES FOR GRAPH 
710GCOL O 3 
720 MOVE 50 150 
~!O FOR colu~n=O TO 143 STEP 6.2l 7 
7S~ ~OVE 50+( column*8),918 
760 NERAW 50+( column*8),150 
770 \x XT column 
7 1

v1OVE 50,150 
8Q FOR row=O TO 768 STEP 96 



oVE 50,(row+lS0) 
~~RAW 1194,(row+lS0) 
~NEX!row 
tO NJ)PROC 
;E ---===========----o:::::;pUTS SCALES oNNffis========== 
~ gF PROCscales 
g60 VDU5 
o value==O 
o FOR X::30 TO 1204 STEP 50 

9() MOVE X,130 
~ If value=O OR value=l OR value::3 OR 

value=7 OR value=9 OR value==ll OR value:::5 OR 
value::15 OR value=l 7 OR value=l9 OR v!Iue=l3 OR 
value=23 THEN PRINT;value alue:::21 OR 

910 value==value+ 1 
920 NEXTX 
930 MOVE 300,80 · 
940 PRINT "Time GMT Date ";filename$ 
950 yvalue=O 
960 FOR yvalue=0.5 TO 2.0 STEP 0.5 
970 MOVE 1194,160+(yvalue*384) 
980 PRINT; yvalue*200 
990 NEXT yvalue 
1000 MOVE 350,1000 
1010 PRINT"Average burst Duration (msec)" 
1020 VDU4 
1030 ENDPROC 

Program listing "AMPL TDE" 

10 REM Burst Amplitude per 2-min period vs time 
20 REM Version 1 22/11/86 
30REM Further comments added 1/7/87 
40 REM ( c) J C Worsnop 1986 
50 mid=ll 
60 end=29 
70 pointer=end 
80 REM START OF MAIN PROGRAM ,, 
90 PRINT "PROGRAM TO PLOT BURST AMPLITUDES 
100 PRINT 
110 lNPlJT''WHAT IS THE FILENAME",.filename$ 
120 lNPlJT''WIDCH DRIVE IS IT IN", drive 
1340° DMIM midpoint(144) 

0DE1 
150 PROCaxes 

\~~ ~OCscales 
180 OL 0,1 

190 
tot:::Q 

200 llEP?A'f 
210 choice=pointer 
220 P~OCinitialise 
230 pointer=choice 

REPEAT 
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pROCmidpoint 
•4~ uJIITlL counter=288 
z5 CLOSE#O 
;fo pROCgra~b 
., 0 pcinter=mtd 
"'90 tot==tot+ 1 
" QCOL 0,2 
3()0 .. al"rll . tot=2 310 UPC .lU..J 

320 •oR.0 
330END 
340: ---------------350 . ...,----=----------------=-----__, 
60'iiM SETS UP D RIVEsANDQ=================== 

~70 DEF PROCinitialise PENS FILES 
380 IF drive = 1 THEN *D R.1 
390 IF drive =2 THEN *DR.2 
400 IF drive =3 THEN *DR.3 
410 IF drive =0 THEN *DR.O 
420 channel=OPENIN(filename$) 
430 counter=0 
440 arraycounter=0 
450 hop=6 
460ENDPROC 
470·-----------..------.-----~-------~-~~--~---=--------471.REM READS DATA FILES-------===== 

480 DEF PROCmidpoint 
490REPEAT 
500 PTR#channel=(pointer+ 18*counter) 
510 INPUT#channel,burst 
520 midpoint( arraycounter)=burst 
530 counter=counter+2 
540 arraycounter=arraycounter+ 1 
550 UNTIL arraycounter=hop 
560 pointer=pointer+S 
570 hop=hop+6 
580ENDPROC 
590·-- -----------------~----------------------. ~----------------------
591 REM PLOTS GRAPH 
600 DEF PROCgraph 
610 MOVE 50,150 
620 FOR column=0 TO 143 THEN 
630 IF midpoint(column)=0 OR midpoint(column)>256 

650 
640 DRAW 50+( column*8),150+(3*(midpoint(column))) 
650 NEXT column 
660ENDPROC 
670. ----====== ~~~~ ~~-~~-~~~ ·----------------------.... -----------_,. 6 --------------
71 DRAWS AXES FOR GRAPH m DEF PROCaxes 

GCOL0,3 7oo MOVE 50 150 
~}O FOR colu~n=O TO 143 STEP 6.Zl 7 
73~ ~OVE SO+(column*S),918 
740 Nn~ SO+(column*S),150 

'~l:.i\.1· column 



,, MoVE 50,150 .J FOR row=O TO 
! s'fEP 96 
' MOVE 50,(row+ 150) 

O oRAW 1194,(row+lS0) 
N£X!COW 

1~ ENJ)PR0C 
--------------0 ---=----------=----i1 :iEM pUTs scALEs oNAXEs========== 

o pEF PROCscales 
lio vous 

g40value=O 
50 FOR X=30 TO 1204 STEP 50 

S60 MOVE X,130 
g"O IF value=0 OR value=l OR value=3 OR 

value=7 OR value=9 OR value==ll O value=S OR 
value=15 OR value=l 7 OR value==l9 gR value==13 OR 
value=23 THEN PRINT;value va!ue=21 OR 

880 value=value+ 1 
g90NEXTX 
900 MOVE 300,80 
910 PRINT "Time GMT Date ";filename$ 
920 yvalue=0 
930 FOR yvalue=16 TO 128 STEP 16 
940 MOVE 1194,160+(yvalue*6) 
950 PRINT; 2*yvalue 
960 NEXT yvalue 
970 MOVE 600,1000 
980 PRINT'Burst Amplitude" 
990VDU4 
1000 ENDPROC 



Appendix (c)(iv) 

grams GRANAMs and GRANJ<ss 
1 

. 
'[be pro are a so very similar in structure and they 

d Ce cumulative distributions of amplitude and b t d . . 
1 1 

·11 
pro u urn urat1on respective y. w1 

tberfore only describe the first in detail and the second should be self explanatory. 

Program description "GRAN.AMS" This program sorts the burst amplitudes in rank 

d and produces a cumulative distribution of amplitudes in graphical form. It uses or er 

COmmon procedures, constants, arrays and variables from "NUMBERS" so these some 

will not be defined again. 

CONSTANTS 

next. ........... pointer start value 

first. .........• first file to be read 

last. .......... .last file to be read 

VARIABLES 

date ............ current file being processed 

box ............. pointer to required value in 

array "bucket" 

PROCEDURES 

clear ........... sets all locations in "bucket'' 

to zero 

main ......•..... main program 

. nk order rtudes into ra rank ..•..•..•••• sorts amp 1 

rror .......••.• error 1 
e trap for missing files 

ARRAYS 

bu k for sorted amp c et. ......... store [itudes 
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MAJNPROGRAM 

constants declaration 

setup arrays 

enter wanted data details 

draw axes and scales for graph 

REPEAT for midpoint and endpoint data 

read in data 

sort into rank order 

plot graph on screen 

plot graph to printer 

END 

Program listing"GRANAMS" 
10 REM Burst Amplitude sorter 
30 REM version 1/6/87 
40 REM (c) JC Worsnop 1987 
50 REM cumulative distribution GRAPHICAL OUTPUT 
60 ON ERROR GOTO 960 
70 VDU15 
80 CLS 
90 PRINT "PROGRAM TO SORT BURST AMPLITUDES" 
100 mid=ll 
110 end=29 
120 next=mid 
130 DIM midpoint(144) 
140 DIM bucket(255) 
150 PRINT 
160 lNPUT"WHICH DRIVE CONTAINS THE DATA DISC",drive 
170 PRINT 
l80 lNPUT'ENTER FIRST DAY",first 
190 PRINT 
200 lNPUT'ENTER LAST DAY",last 
210 MODEl 
220 PROCaxes 
po PROCscales 
40 GCOLO 1 

: date = fust-100 
27o PROCmain(next) 
28o GCOL 0,3 
29() PROCclear 
30Q date= first-100 
310 .J:ocmain(next) 
330 •Gnl°n1n 
340 ENI) v1v.ir 
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~~============--~ ~~~~ --~--~ 
350 :::::iFPROCclear ---========================--
j(/J_ ?oR I ::0 TO 255 --==================== 

~~<p=O 
3~ NJ)PROC 
~ tEF pROCmain(pointer) 
o REPEAT 

JO date ::date+ 100 
440 IF date>last THEN 570 
~~ filename$ =STR$( date) 
;ln IF LEN(filename$)=3 THEN filen $ 
DiOV ="0" +filename$ ame 

0 choice=pointer 
48() PROCinitialise 

90 pointer=choice 
500 REPEAT 
510 PROCmidpoint 
520 UNTIL counter=288 
530 CLOSE#O 
540 PROCrank 
550 pointer=choice 
560 UNTIL date = last 
570 PROCgraph 
580 next=end 
590ENDPROC 
600 ·--------------------------------.---------------------------------
610 REM SETS UP DRIVES AND OPENS FILE 
620 DEF PROCinitialise 
630 IF drive= 0 THEN *DR.O 
640 IF drive= 1 THEN *DR.1 
650 IF drive= 2 THEN *DR.2 
660 IF drive= 3 THEN *DR.3 
670 channel=OPENIN(filename$) 
680 counter=O 
690 arraycounter=0 
700 hop=6 
710ENDPROC 
720 ·---- --------== 
730 'REMREADSD&WS===--------

7740 DEF PROCmidpoint 
so REPEAT 
~~ PTR#channel=(pointer+ 18*counter) 

7 O lNPUT#channel,burst 
1: midpoint( arraycounter)=burst 
80o counter=counter+2 
8lo arraycounter=arraycounter+ 1 
82o ~ arraycounter=hop 
83Q pointer=pointer+S 
84o hop::::hop+6 
Or ENDPRQC 
\lJ ' ----0 ,::::::--- ----========-- RDER 86o ---==============---- RANK o 
870 REM SORTS AMPLITUDES INTO 
88() ~EF PROCrank 

EM: FOR column = 25 TO 83 
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OR column = 83 TO 143 
~OR box =:=160 TO 200 STEP 2 

,pJ_ If JJ1idpomt(column)>=box llIEN b 
JO Ucket(box):::bucket(bo ) 1 . 
i NEXT column x + • NEXT 
O £NDPROC 
0 ------------~~~==----------~-====-~-~ 940 ::::-- ----:::::::::::::::::::::::::---
0 DEF PR OCerror ---====================:::::=::: 

960 REM ERROR TRAP FOR MISSING DATEs 
.. 0 CLOSE#O 
1 o IF next=mid THEN GOTO 
~~ ELSE GOTO 300 

1: ~7£PROC 
1 -----------------050 ·--------------------------1 _.--- --------=---------1060 DEF PROCgraph ------
1070 MOVE 50,150 
l080 FOR box=0 TO 20 
1090 DRAW 50+(box*57.2),150+ 7.68*((bucket(l60+box•2)/ 

bucket(l 60)) * 100) 
1100 NEXT box 
1110 ENDPROC 
1120 
1130 ·------------------------------.-------------------------------== 
1140 DEF PROCaxes 
1150 GCOL 0,2 
1160 MOVE 50,150 
1170 FOR column=O TO 20 
1180 MOVE S0+(column*S7.2),918 
1190 DRAW 50+(column*57.2),150 
1200 NEXT column :REM vertical lines 
1210 MOVE 50,150 
1220 FOR row=0 TO 100 STEP 10 
1230 MOVE S0,(lS0+row*7.68) 
1240 DRAW 1194,(150+row•7.68) 
1250 NEXT row :REM horizontal lines 
1260 ENDPROC 
1270 ·- -------== -~--~---------------------. --------------------1280 DEF PROCscales 
l290 VDUS 1300 value=0 
l310 FOR X=0 TO 1194 STEP 57.5 
1320 MOVE X,130 
133 g OR value=12 OR 0 IF value=0 OR value=4 OR value= R value=28 OR 

value=16 OR value=20 OR value=Zi 0_
40 

THEN 
value=32 OR value=36 OR va ue-

lJ PRINT;value+ 160 
IJ~ value=value+ 2 
1360 NExT X 
137 MOVE 300,80 
13~ PRINT "Amplitude number" 
1390 YValue=0 
140o FOR yvalue=l TO 10 
1410 MOVE 1196,160+(yvalue*76-8) 
1420 ~~; yvalue*l0 

q~1· yvalue 
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MOVE 200,40 
14 0 p}UNT''date ';first" to ";last 
144~ l'{OVE ,40 1000 . . 
ti~n PRINT' Cumulative distribution of . 
14(JV VDU4 amplitudes" 
1 O ENDPROC 
1 

arn listing "GRANKs8" 
pro~ Burst Duration sorter 
10 R£Mversion 1/7/87 
OREM (c) JC Worsnop 1987 

3~ REM cumulative distribution GRAPHICAL OlJTp 
~o o ERROR GOTO 950 UT 
60 VDU15 
o mid=5 

80 end=23 
90 CLS 
HJO PRINT '.'PROGRAM TO SORT BURST AMPLITUDES" 
HO next=m1d 
120 DIM: midpoint(144) 
130 DIM bucket(255) 
140 PRINT 
150 INPUT'WHICH DRIVE CONTAINS THE DATA DISC",drive 
160 PRINT 
1 o INPUT''ENTER FIRST DAY",first 
180 PRINT 
190 INPUT"ENTER LAST DAY",last 
200 MODEl 
210 PROCaxes 
220 PROCscales 
230 GCOL 0,1 
240 date= first-100 
250 PROCmain(next) 
260 GCOL 0,3 
270 PROCclear 
280 date= first-100 
290 PROCmain(next) 
300 *DR.O 
310 *GDUMP 

320 END ----=============== ----=------330 . -----====----~-------------=----·----------------
340 DEF PROCclear 
350 FOR I =0 TO 255 
360 bucket(I)=O 

370 NExT I ---===== 3
80 END PR OC ---=========== =====---390 --=---·-- -----====----

400 ·na.=;'RQC=;;~~;~iirt;~ 
410 REPEAT 
42

0 date =date+lOO 43
0 IF date>last THEN 560 

44o filename$ =STR$(date) THEN filename$ 45
0 IF LEN(filename$)=3 

=''0" +filename$ 
choice=pointer 



pROCinitialise 
~inter=choice 

REPEAT 
~ PROCmidpoint 

~
10 

UNTIL counter:::288 
CLOSE#O 

:zo PROCrank 
,10 b . 

Pointer=c 01ce 
540 T·""-rrrrr date = last , , O u pc J.. .J...1.J 

'f/J pROCgraph 
, .. 0 next=end 
:
1 ENJ)PROC 

.--------------~ -------------------: :~ SETS UP nRIVEs AND=============== m DEF PROCinitialise OPENS FILE 
o IF drive= 0 THEN *DR.0 

Jo If drive= 1 THEN •oR.1 
IF drive= 2 THEN *DR.2 

650 IF drive= 3 THEN *DR.3 
65() channel=OPENIN(filename$) 
6i0 counter=O 
680 arraycounter=0 
6W hop=6 
·oo ENDPROC 
"10 ·--------------------------------==-------7?..,0 .REM READS DATAFILES -----======== 

i30 DEF PROCmidpoint 
40 REPEAT 
·so PTR#channel=(pointer+ 18*counter) 
"60 INPUT#channel, burst 
.. 0 midpoint(arraycounter)=burst 
80 counter=eounter+ 2 
% arraycounter=arraycounter+ 1 

&00 UNTIL arraycounter=hop 
10 pointer=pointer+5 

820 hop=hop+6 
830 ENDPROC 
840 ·---........ ·---.--==------.-.----------------~ ----------------------
~,~ REM SORTS DURATIONS INTO RANK ORDER 
aw DEF PROCrank 
~ FOR column = 0 TO 143 

892 
FOR box= OTO 20 

900 I . ND 'd oint(column)>OTHE 
F midpoint(column)>=box/10 A mi P 

91~ketlbox)=bucket(box)+ 1 : NEXT box 
92!J~column 
~O::~:!:?c -----====================== 
940 ----=-------------=-----D -------------
950 EF PROCerror 
%iJ REM ERROR TRAP FOR MISSING DATES 
~O CLOSE#Q 90 
9&) IF next:::mid THEN GOTO 250 ELSE GOTO 

2 

~END 
lfXXl 

8
.~PRoc ---===== ·--====---- ------======-----~~=============~---
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DEF PROCgraph 
1010 MOVE 50,150 
1020 FOR box=O TO 20 
I.,~ pRAW50+(box*57.2),150+7 68• 
fl'; &XT box · ((bucket(bo 
o;D pJ'JDPROC X)/bucket(O))*HlO) 

10"0 -----------~~~---------~~ ----
D
:::::.EF---PROCaxes ----=======---------:::: ::: ::: ::: -- ------:::: 

iOO GCOL 0.-
0MOVE50150 
o FOR column=O TO 20 1

:0 MOVE 50+(column*57.2),918 

140 DRAW 50+(column*57.2),150 
1 .. 0 r&XT column •REM . l 60 MOVE 50,150 . vertical lines 

UiO FOR row=0 TO 100 STEP 10 
1 ~iOVE 50 (150+row*7.68) 

1190 DRAW 1194 (150+row*7.68) 
... 00 NEXT row : REM horizontal lines 

1.10 ~TIPROC 
0 . -----------~---------------------~----------------~-~ .- --------

1 0 DEF PROCscal~ 
.40 VDU5 1250 value=0 
.. 60 FOR X=O TO 1194 STEP 57.5 
.iO MOVE X,130 
280 IF value=0 OR value=4 OR value=8 OR value=12 OR 

value=16 OR value=20 OR value=24 OR value=28 OR 
value=32 OR value=36 OR val ue=40 THE1 
PRINT;value*S 1290 value=value+2 

·.,oo NEXT X 
1310 MOVE 300,80 
320 PRINT "duration (ms)" 

13J0 yval ue=0 
1\40 FOR yvalue=l TO 10 
3 .. 0 MOVE 1196,160+(yvalue*76.8) 
j~ PRINT; yvalue*l0 
-> 10 NEXT yvalue 

1380 MOVE 200 40 
1390 PRINT'dat~ "·first" to '';last , 
400 MOVE 40 1000 . ,, 

1 0 PRINT''C~ulative distribution of durations 
1 .. o VDU4 

30 ENDPROC 



Appendix (c) (v) 

'fhe three programs LOSfI'Es, LOSJcw a d 

+c l . n M:Stos are all of h based on the LOrmu ae given in ref 10 Tb t e same structure and 
. e following descri . 

10 understand all three. They differ in th £ . ption of one will be enough 
e ollow1ng ways. 

LOSITES assumes: 

I. mid point and end point paths below .. 
the transition frequency 

II. zero initial trail radius 

ill. average trail height fixed at l00Km 

LOSJCW assumes 

I. midpoint and end point paths below the transition frequency 

II. initial trail radius and trail height as calculated from ref 10 

MSLOS assumes 

I. End point path only above transition frequency 

II. initial trail height and radius as calculated in ref lO 

Program description MSLOS 

VARIABLES 
. . d h lane of propagation 

beta .... .....• ••. angle between the trail axis an t e p 

frequency ... ..... system frequency in MHz 
. between transmitter range ..... ... ... . great circle dIStance 

and receiver 

I bd I gth in metres am a ..... ...... system wave en 
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pathloss •.•.••.•• normalised pathloss 

ii height ..... trail height in tr_ tra _ ~ 

trail radius .... .initial radius if tra -1 . - 1 in metres 
diffuSion _ constant.. trail ambipolar diffus. 

ion constant 

. /velocity ratio 
Rr ............... distance from scatter· . 

· mg point to 

receiver in Km 

D ................. ambipolar diffusion constant (m2 s·l ) 

Rt ................ distance from scattering point to 

transmiter in Km 

phi ............ ... angle of incidence to meteor plane 

peak .....•..•.•••• pathloss at peak of burst 

expon ............. exponential decay term of burst 

PROCEDURES 

trail_ height. ..... calculates trail height 

diffusion_ constant.calculates diffusion constant /velocity 

ratio 

trail_ radius ........ calculates initial trail radius 

D • • • ................ calculates diffusion constant 

midpathloss ......... calculates normalised path loss for mid 

point path geometry 

endpathloss ......... calculates normalised path loss for e
nd 

point path geometry 

MAlNPROGRAM 
1 frequency' path 

enter required system data ... beta va ue, 
length, path geometry 



caJculate wavelength 

caJculate trail height 

aiculate diffusion constant/veloci·ty . 
c ratio 
calculate initial trail radius 

calculate diffusion constant 

calculate normalised path loss 

print results 

E.iD 

·ote that in "LOSI'IES" the procedures for 
1 1 

. 
ca cu ating trail height and initial , ail 

radius are replaced by the constant values described earlier. 

Program listing 

"LOSITES" 

10 REM program for calculating path loss for meteor burst systems 
REM (c) JC Worsnop 1987 

. ~ REM version 7 1/6/87 user defined beta,below Ft 
~ CLS:PRINT:PRINT"program for comparing path losses 

in meteor burst systems" 
50 PRINT''assuming both paths below Ft'' 
0 PRINT 

80 INPUT''enter beta value "beta 
PRINT 

100 INPUT"enter system frequency in MHz "frequency 
110 PRINT 
130 INPUT'' enter great circle range in Km " range 
140 PRINT 
ISO lNPUT"mid point or end point loss (M/E)",path$ 
170 PRINT 
190 lambda=300/frequency . . 
: trait_height=lOO :REM PROCtra1l_he1ght 

J PROCdiffusion const . 
: trail radius :::0 :.REM PROCtrail_radrns LSE PROCendpathloss 
~p IFRpa1h$=''M" THEN PROCmidp~!b!,0~fLOG(pathloss) "dB" 

INT "the normalised path loss 1s 

270 E D 
28o . 
2~1 DE ~ . F PROCtrail height 124 
310 tra1l_height = -17*LOG(frequency) + 
32() PRINT · t "Krn" 

PRf.NTc•average trail height" trail_ heigh 
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330 P!i%[ROC 
340 Ei~.v 
3SO vEf' PROCdiffusion_const 
360 d'ffuSion const=(.OOlS*trail he'gh 
370 (trail_height-90)"2)*1E-3 - 1 t+.035+.0013'• 
380 ENDPROC 

: bEF PROCendpathloss 

10 Rr:::trail _height 
4 n.Trr"'Rr= "Rr" Km,, 
420 PR11., J. " • 

430 Rt:::SOR(63~0 2:(63~0+tratl_height)"Z-Z*6360• 
(6360+trail_he1ght) COS(range/6360)) 

n-TI\.rrr''Rt- "Rt'' Km" 450 P .1U1., -'- - * 
460 phi==(ASN(6360 SIN(range/6360)/Rt))/Z 
4 0 pRINT''phi= "phi" radians" 

490 peakl=(lambda"3)*(2.8178E ... 15*1E14)"2 
SOO peak2=(1-(COS(RAD(beta)))"2*(SIN(phi))"2)*l6*PI"Z* 

(Rt*lOOO)*(Rr*lOOO)*lOOO*(Rt+Rr) 
510 peak=peakl/peak2 
520 expo1=-8*PI"2*trail_radius"2 
530 expo2=(COS(phi) )"2 
540 expo3=lambda"2 
550 expo4=(expol *expo2)/expo3 
560 expon=EXP(expo4) 
570 pathloss=peak*expon 
580 ENDPROC 
590: 
600 DEF PROCmidpathloss 
610 Rt=SQR((6360"2+(6360+trail_ height)"2)-2*6360* 

( 6360+trail _height) *COS( range/12720)) 
620 Rr=Rt 
630 PRINT"Rt=Rr= "Rt 
640 phi=ASN(6360*SIN(range/12720)/Rt) 
650 PRINT"phi= "phi" radians" 
660 peakl=(lambda"3)*(2.8178E-15*1E14)"2 
670 peak2=(1-(COS(RAD(beta)))"2*(SIN(phi))"2)*16*PI"2* 

(Rt*lOOO)*(Rr*lOOO)*lOOO*(Rt+Rr) 
680 peak=peakl/peak2 
690 expol=-8*PI"2*trail radius"2 
700 expo2=(COS(phi))"2 
710 expo3=lambda"2 
720 expo4=(expol •expo2)/expo3 
730 expon=EXP(expo4) 
7
7
40 pathloss=peak• expon 
so ENDPROC 

760. 
770 DEF PROCtrail radius 
780 trail_radius=l0"((.035*trail_height)-3·45) 
790 ENDPROC 

Program listing "LOSJCW'' 
10 RE I s for meteor burst 

M program for calculating path os 
systems 
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EM (c) JC Worsnop 1987 
0 REM version 7 1/6/87 user defined beta be 

JO cLS:PRINT:PRlNT''program for com . low Ft 
40 meteor bur ~ ystem paring path ICJsses in 
.. 0 PR 'assuming both paths below Ft' 

0 PR Uf' nter beta value 'beta 
PR . 

00 11 UT' nter ystem frequency in MHz "fr 
I · equency 
:
1
~ PR UT'' nter great circle range in Km" range 

to ~!PUT' mid point or end point loss (M/E)",path$ 
1 0 P 
1 lambda=300/frequency 

OO PROCtrail_height 
10 PROCdi~io~_const 
o PROCtratl_rad1us 

. o IFpath$="M" THE~ PROCmidpathloss ELSE PROCendpathloss 
PRINT "the normabsed path loss is " 1 0*LOG(pathloss) 

'dB" 
0 ID 

• 

DEF PROCtrail_he".ght 
trail he.ght = -17*LOG(frequency) + 124 

JlO Plill.T ·1 h "gh " ·1 h ·ght "Km" 3 O PRINT''average tra1 e1 t tra1 _ e1 
330 PRINT 

ENDPROC 
3..0: 
60 DEF PROCdiffusion _ coast_ . ,.. 

3 0 diffusion const=(.0015*tratl_he1ght+.035+.0013 
(trail_ height-90)"2)*1E-3 

ENDPROC 
3 : 

DEF PROCendpathloss 
10 Rr=trail height 
0 PR 'Rr- 'Rr'' Km" 

Rt=SQR(6360"2+(6360+trail _ height)"Z-'.-*6 60 
(6360 trail height)*COS(range/6360)) 

50 PRINT''Rt= Rt" Km ' 
~ phi=(AS1 (6360*S (~ange/6360)/Rt))/2 

,o PRINT' phi= phi' radians . -• El ) 
00 peakl={lambda"3) (2. 17 E))•l .*(1 . (phi)) _ 1 PI --

pea ==(1-('COS(RAD(beta) · 1 

) 

(Rt*lOOO) (Rr*lOOO)*l000*(Rt+Rr 
IO peak:::peakl/peak2 . 
O cxpol==- Pl". *trail radius 
O expo ::: COS(phi))" -

expo ==lambda · 2 
0 expo ==(expol e po )/expo3 
~ xpon==IDCP(expo ) 
80 Pathloss:::pea expon 

90 _ENDPRoc 
• 

40 



BF pROCmidpathloss 
fj{J D -SOR((6360"2+(6360+trail hei h ,... 
10 Rt(6360+trail _ height)*COS(raiigefti?2~) ... z•6360• 

-Rt ) 
', 1 :[mrr,'Rt=Rr= "Rt 
, O pbi:::AS (~360*~IN(r~ge/12720)/Rt) 
·o p}UNT' phi= "phi' radians" 

:, peak1==(lambda"3)*(2.8178E-15*1E14)"Z 
.. ak2=(1-(COS(RAD(beta)))"2*(SIN(ph' " * 
,o pe (Rt""lOOO)"'(Rr*lOOO)*lOOO*(Rt+Rr) i)) 2) 16•PI"2* 

peak=peak1/peak2 
"90 expo1=--8*Pl"2*trail_radius"2 
iOO expo2=(COS(p_!li))"2 
... 0 expo3=lambda 2 ;~o expo4=(expol *expo2)/expo3 
~O expon=EXP(expo4) 
40 pathloss=peak*expon 

750 ENDPROC 
60 : 
i o DEF PROCtrail_radius 
780 trail_radius=10"((.035*trail_height)-3.45) 
790 ENDPROC 

Program listing "MSLOS" 

10 REM program for calculating path loss for meteor 
burst sys terns 

20 REM ( c) J C Worsnop 1987 
30 REM version 6 1/5/87 user defined beta 
0 CLS:PRINT:P RINT" program for comparing path losses in meteor 

burst systems" 
41 PRINT"assuming end point path above Ft only" 
50 PRINT 
51 INPUT"enter beta value "beta 
52 PRINT 
60 INPUT''enter system frequency in MHz "frequency 
70 PRINT 
90 INPUT'' enter great circle range in Km " range 
100 PRINT 
ll0 lNPUT''mid point or end point loss (M/E)",patb$ 
130 PRINT 
l~O lambda=300/frequency 

17i PROCtr~il _ height 
180 PROCch~ion _ const 
l9() PROCtra1l radius PROCendpathl~ 
2 1Fpath$="M" THEN PROCmidpathloss ELSE hi C!<!) -' dB" 2 O END 
20 PRINT 1 . ''lO*LOG(pat o~ 240 . ''the normalised path oss 15 · 

2S . 
2~ D~p PROCtrail height 
270 ;~!_height= -17*LOG(frequency) + 124 

280 p INT · · ht ·'Km'' 
29() RlNT''average trail height ' trail _hetg 
300 PRINT 
3Io ~NDPROC 

• 
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pEF PROCdiffusion_const 
320 •ffuSion const=(.0015•trail heigh 
330 dt(trail b"eight-90)"2)*1E-3 - t+.03S+.0013• 

340 ENDPROC 

3: DEF PROCendpathloss 
3 R :::trail height 3J p~'Rr= "Rr" Km" ki Rt:::SOR(6360"2+(6360+trail height)"Z ,., 

trail height)*COS(range/6360)) •2 6360*(6360+ 
n:~'Rt- "Rt" Km" 10 PRu,, J. - • 

20 phi==(AS (6360 SIN(range/6360)/Rt))/2 
3o PRINT"phi= "phi" radians" 
50 peakl=((l/diffusion_const)"2*(1ambda"6)*(Z Sl?SE 

1El4)"2) · -15 

460 peak2=((COS(phi))"4)*(Rt*1000)"2*(Rr*l000)"2*4o96• 
PI"6 

o peak=peakl/peak2 
1 expol=-8*Pl"2*trail_radius"2 

4 2 expo2=(COS(phi) )"2 
4 3 expo3=lambda"2 

4 expo4=(expol *expo2)/expo3 
480 expon=EXP(expo4) 
490 pathloss=peak*expon 
500 ENDPROC 
510: 
520 DEF PROCmidpathloss 
530 Rt=SQR( ( 6360"2+( 6360+trail _ height)"2)-2*6360*( 6360 

+trail_heigbt) COS(range/12720)) 
540 Rr=Rt 
550 PRINT''Rt=Rr= "Rt 
560 phi=ASN(6360*SIN(range/12720)/Rt) 
570 PRINT''phi= "phi" radians" 
580 peakl=()ambda"3)*(2.8178E-15*1El4)"2 
590 peak2=(1-(C0S(RAD(beta)))"2*(SIN(phi))"2)*16*PI"2 

*<Rt•l000)*(Rr*l000)*l000*(Rt+Rr) 
600 peak=peakl/peak2 
610 expo1 ~-8*Pil\2•trail radius"2 
611 expo2:(COS(phi))l\2-
612 expo3-1ambda"2 
613 expo4=(expol *expo2)/expo3 
614 expon=EXP(expo4) 
620 pathloss=pcak*expon 
630 ENDPROC 
640 · • 
650 D F PRO trail radius 
660 trail radius=10"{(.035*trail height)-3·45) 
670 ENDPROC -
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Appendix (c)(vi) 

The two programs MSDUR and DURJ 
CW use th 

programs, and the formulae from ref 10_ Co 
e same format as the path loss 

. . . nsequently the descriptions will be limited 
to defin1tton of variables and procedures th h 

at ave not been defined earlier. 

VARIABLES 

duration ......... burst duration to 0.288 of peak amplitude 

PROCEDURES 

miduration ....... calculates burst duration for midpoint 

path 

enduration ....... calculates burst duration for endpoint 

path 

The path losses calculated are normalised to isotropic sources at transmitter and 

receiver. The durations are calculated to the time where the signal power falls to 0.288 

of its peak value. It should also be noted that the losses and durations assume mainly 

underdense bursts.( See chapter 3 

Program listing "MSDUR" 
10 REM program for calculating burst duration for meteor 

burst systems 
~0
0 

REM (c) JC Worsnop 1987 
REM version 110/5/87 

40 Cl.S:PRINT:PRINT"program for comparing burSt 

50 durat!on in meteor burst systems" ,, 

60 PRINr assuming end point path above Ft only 
PRINT 

70 1NP1 T'Tlc, 

80 PRINT enter beta value "beta 
90 !Np,~, • MHz "frequency 
10() PRINT enter system frequency 1n 

llo INp1 tpy,), • Km " range 120 PR u 1 enter great circle range 1n 
130 n.ThlNT . (M/E)" ath$ 140 PRINT lso ~'1rlJT"mid point or end point duration ,p 
l6Q~a:bda=300/frequency 
170 PR0

0
Ctr_ail_~eight 
Cchffiis1on const -
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pROCtrail_radius 
180 pROCD ,, " 
190 Ifpath$= M TIIEN PROCmidurat' 
2~ onna!ised burst duration is "durat' ton ELsE PROCendu t' 
''the n "seconds" ion ra ion 210 PRINT 

220END 

230 DEF PROCD :0 D==l0"(0.067*trail _ height-5.6) 
60 ENDPROC ,,, 

•
6i DEF PROCtrail_height 

,,, 0 trail_height = -17*LOG(frequency) + 124 
290 p~~' tr · 1 h . h " 300 p!Ul,, .1 average a1 e1g t trail_height ''Km" 
310 PRINT 
320 ENDPROC 

330 : OCd 'ffus. 340 DEF PR 1 ion_ canst 
350 diffusion_ const=(.0015 •trail_ height+.035+.0013 * 

(trail_ height-90)"2)* lE-3 
360 ENDPROC 
3 0 : 
380 DEF PROCenduration 
390 Rr=trail_ height 
400 PRlNT'Rr= ''Rr'' Km'' 
· 10 Rt=SQR(6360"2+(6360+trail_height)"2-2*6360* 

(6360+trail_height)*COS(range/6360)) 
20 PRINT''Rt= "Rt'' Km" 

t30 phi=(ASN ( 6360* SIN ( range/6360)/Rt) )/2 
. PRINT''phi= "phi" radians" 
50 dur1=(8*PI"2*( diffusion_ const)"2*Rt*1E6*Rr)* 

(COS(phi) )"2 
460 dur2=D*lambda*(Rt+Rr)*1E3*(1-((COS(beta))"2* 

(SIN(phi))"2)) 
0 duration=durl/dur2 

480 ENDPROC 
90: 

500 DEF PROCmiduration • 
510 Rt=SQR((6360"2+(6360+trail height)"Z)-2*6360 
. ( 6360+trail height)• COS( range/12720)) 
~20 Rr:::Rt -
530 PRINT''Rt=Rr= "Rt 
~40 phi=ASN(6360*SIN(range/12720)/Rt) 
so PRINT''phi= "phi" radians" 551 duration=(l.248•Iambda"2)/(32•PI"2*D* 

650 E ((COS(phi))"2)) 
660 NDPROC 
6? D~p PROCtrail radius . . 
~o~ trail_ radius= 10"( (. 035 *trail_ height )-3 .45) 
VO\) ENI5PROC 

Program listing "DURJCW" 

10 ~ n, , . b t duration for 4

~VJ. program for calculating urs 
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teor burst systems 
ftlj (c) JC Worsnop 1987 

20 ~ version 1 10/5/87 
30 R r,S•PRINT:PRINT"program for comparin b 
40 C du'ration in meteor burst systems" g urst 

~n.rr''assuming both paths below Ft" 'O piw,, .L 

~ ~•enter beta value "beta 
10 RINT 
: iNf UT''enter system frequency in MHz "frequency 

100 PRINT . 
1 

. 
110 INPUT"enter great c1rc e range 1n Km '' range 

1 o PRINT . . d . d . 
Jo INPUT'm1d pomt or en pomt uratton (M/E)",path$ 140 PRINT 

150 larobda=300/frequency 
/60 PROCtrail _ height 
70 PROCdiffusion _ const 

lso PROCtrail _radius 
190 PROCO 
zoo IFpath$="M" THEN .PR~~!11idur~tion ELSE PROCenduration 210 PRINT 
"the normalised burst duration 1s duration 

" seconds" 
220 END 
230 : 
240 DEF PROCD 
250 D=10"(0.067*trail_height-5.6) 
l60 ENDPROC 
270 : 
l80 DEF PROCtrail height 
l90 trail_height = - f7*LOG(frequency) + 124 
300 PRINT 
JlO PRINT''average trail height " trail_ height "Km" 
320 PRINT 
330 ENDPROC 
340 : 
350 DEF PROCdiffusion const ,., 
360 diffusion const=(.0015 *trail_ height+.035+.0013 

(trail height-90)"2)*1E-3 
370 ENDPROC 
380: 
3
400
90 DEF PROCenduration 

Rr:::trail height 
410 PR.INT''Rr= "Rr" Km" ,.. * * 42

0 Rt:::SQR( 6360"2+( 6360+trail _height) 2-2 6360 
(6360+trail height)*COS(range/6360)) 

430 PRINT'Rt= "Rt'' Km" 
!4° Phi:::(ASN(6360*SIN(range/6360)/Rt))/2 
so PRJNT"phi= "phi" radians" ,.. * • 

46o duration=(l.248*lambda"2)/(32*PI 2 D 
4?o E\(£0S(phi))"2)) 
48o. 1,uPROC 

~~ .DEF PROCmiduration . )"2)-2*6360* 
Rt:::SQR(( 6360"2+( 6360+trail _ height 0)) 

( 6360+trail_ height)* COS( range/l Z7Z 
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nr::::Rt R "Rt 10 l' n.1'11"Rt= r= 
~20 P~l1AsN(6360*SIN(range/12720)/Rt) 
-30 phi=== " hi= "phi" radians" 
· 40 PRI~\~(1.248* lambda "2)/(32*PI "2*D• 
550 d((~~S(phi))"2)) 

NDPROC 
560 E R QCtrail radius 
570 D~ :adius=10"((.035*trail_height)-3.45) 
' 0 tra1 -pROC 
590 END 
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appendix ( c)(vii) 

10 REM prog_ram for plotting transit' fr 
against path length ton equency 

zo REM (c) JC Worsnop 1987 
30 REM ve~ion 2 1/3/87 
40 REM main program 
.. 0 ; 
o CLS:PRINT:PRlNT''program for plottin • . 

frequency against path length" g trans1t1on 

80 P~, .d . 
90 lPu J. m1 point or end point {M/E) ", path$ 
100 pRJNT 
!10 INPUT"enter system frequency in MHz "frequ 
120 MODEl ency 
130 PROCaxes 
140 PROCscales 
150 PROCtrail _ height 
160 PROCdiffusion_const 
1 0 REM PRINT:PRINT TAB(7)"RANGE";TAB(l9) "Ftrans 

betaO'' TAB(38)"Ftrans beta90" :PRINT 
180 MOVE 50,150 
190 FOR range= 0 TO 2200 STEP 100 
200 IFpathS="M" THEN PROCmRt ELSE PROCeRt 
210 PROClambda 
220 PROCgraph(lambdaO) 
230 NEXT range 
235 MOVE 50,150 
240 FOR range= 0 TO 2200 STEP 100 
250 IFpathS="M" THEN PROCmRt ELSE PROCeRt 
260 PROClambda 
270 PROCgraph(lambda90) 
280 NEXT range 
281 *GDUMP 
290 END 
300: 
320 DEF PROCtrail height 
330 trail height= -f7*LOG(frequency) + 124 
340 ENDPR0C 
350 : 
370 DEF PROCdiffusion const • 
380 diffusion const=(.001S*trail_height+.035+.00l3 

(trail height-90)"2)* lE-3 
390 ENDPROC 
400 : 
420 DEF PROClambda "2)*Rt*Rr* 430 lambda=((((256*PI"4)*(diffusion_const 

1E3)/(Rt+Rr))"(1/3)) /\ 
440 lambdaO=lam bda *( (COS(phi). ~ 413) )) 
450 lambda90=lambda*((COS(pbt) (Z/3))) 
460 ENDPROC 
470 . . 
4
90 DEF PROCeRt . · ht)"Z-2*6360* 

50() Rt==SQR( 6360"2+(6360+tra1l _he1~ 6360)) 
(6360+trail_height)•COS(range 
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.. 0 Rr==trail ~height 
~ 1 o ph i==(AS ( 6360• SIN ( range/6360)/R 
:.,0 .ENDPROC t))/2 

0 : 
~-o DEF PROCmRt 
:. - Rt==SOR( ( 6360 .2+( 6 60+ trai I h . 

(6360+trail h ight)*COS - eight)"2)-2*6360* 
.. Rr=Rt - range/12720)) 

:7t1 phi== . (63 0*S range/127 -O)/Rt) 
· E :DPROC 

·==================------- ·oEF PROCgraph lambd~)-================ 
U GCOL O,: 

_o ~' - +range/2,150+ 1.536*(3OO/lambda) 
; O ENDPROC 

O•----~--~~-----~~-; :o ·n~ PROC-;;es----===================== 
COL0.1 

; 0 IO ~ 5015 
0 FOR range=O TO 2200 STEP 100 

# _ 0\ 'E 50+ range ),918 
00 DRAW • +(range/2),15O 

i o _ ~xr range 
,_O OVE 0,150 
('0 FOR row=O TO 76 STEP 76.8 
i . 0\'E 5 , row 150) 
7~0 DRAW 1 50, ro,v+150) 
, _f&""\1 row 
0 E ffiPROC 

.. 0 .. _____ _ 
I .-----======~--~------~~-----------------------
""#0 DEF PROCscales 

GCOLO,2 
0 us 

.. O value=O 
"'0 FOR X=3O TO 1154 STEP 50 

1OVE~130 
:o IF value=0 OR value=3OO OR value= 00 OR value=900 

OR value=l~OO OR value==1500 OR value=l'""'OO OR 
value=2 00 THE PRINT;value 6 value=v lu T 10 ""'O 

0 1:OVE 100 O 
P IT ~ .. p th length (Km) at frequ ncy·· NIHz'~ 
yvalue=0 

0 FOR yvalue~- OTO ·oo TEP 50 
-0 - IOVE 1190 160 Falue* 1.--36 
O P · yva ue 
• NEXT ,rvalue 
-0 . ov-:e ..,00~1000 . Hz .. 

P~T path · Transition fr,equeo Y 1 

,o VDU 
E iDPROC 



Appendi (d) 

D rivation of path equations 

1 ·t or tr·1ils n1a ' b ~ "la· .. ified into two . 
categones: underdense where the electron 

d :1n ~ity i 1~1\\' enough for mo t of th · · d 
c: .. -~ e inci ent energy to pass through unaltered, and 

01 rd n ., \\'her the energy penetrates the trail but the electron density is sufficient to 

·au .. e total refle tion by the ame me h · • . c an1sm as normal HF 1onosphenc layer 

refle ---tion. 

A.: the electron density depends on the mass and velocity of the meteoric particle and 

the ma es are di tributed as described in chapter 2.1, underdense bursts make up the 

majority of usable bursts. Ref 22 describes a rule of thumb to determine whether a 

particular pa th relies on underdense or overdense bursts. 

L Path equations for underdense trails 

The derivations, based upon the work of Sugar (20) will begin by con idering the 

energv back-scattered by a long wavelength model of the meteor trail and progre .... ., 
to 

con ider the forward sea tter case and the short wavelength case. 

1.1. Long \vavelength case 

1.1.1 Path l s 

·1r "Ul,·1r , rlind r )f le tr n: ,ith · fi · t > 1 , long Initially as "ume the trail to be an 111 111 • ..., 

·l th Let r b:. the di~·tanc fr n1 the tran"'n1itt r 
n gligible radiu .. compared to the v.,ave tng · 

. t ·al ·ul·1te the re iv d 'L.nal I \ ' r pr 
fanl il ·iar r,adar ),quatton ° ( to th trail and u "' th , 

f th trail. 
at the s ur ~ in t rms t f th f :tive . ·hoing ·1rea 

. 
/ ( 4:rr r ......... 1 
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11Jis area can be eS
t
imated from the reflection coefficient of a cylindrical electron cloud 

with zero initial 
rad

ius a
nd 

expanding with a Gaussian radial electron distribution. As 

the trail expands by diffusion, the phase difference between energy from different 

parts of the trail increases and hence the received power decreases. The initial area will 
' 

depend on the electron charge, the trail's radius in terms of the wavelength and the rate 

of decay of the area will depend on the rate of diffusion of the electrons. Ref 28 derives 

value of this area A as follows: 

From (28) the reflection coefficient r of a cylindrical electron cloud can be expressed 

in the following terms: 

........... ( ii) 

f E IP. the ratio of scattered field strength at the receiver to the incident In terms o sd .LJmc, 

field strength at a single electron. 

rvT ( .. ') . . . . . . . . . . . Ill 

v'En 

The effective echoing area A of SUCh a cloud is 

........... (i V) 

. . . £ E IE. in (iv) gives: Substituting for r from (ii) into (in) and then or c nc 

........... ( V) 

. . the trail expansion with time. 
D is the diffusion coefficient charactensing 

, 'k b the first Fre nel zone of the is scattered bac Y 
By assuming that most of the energy . • · 1 explain the 

. f l ctrons we can 1ntu1t1ve y ' . . t f a hne o e e ' trail, and initially the trail cons1s s 0 

form of equation (v). 
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-- . 

Fig Adl Fresnel zo f 
ne o a meteor trail 

B 

A 

TX/RX 

AD = r , AC = r + '>-/4 , CD = half of length of first Fresnel zone 

trail 

Consider the energy scattered back from the trail and received at A. It will be made up 

from the phasor sum of the contributions from B CD etc. If length ACA > length ADA 

by half a wavelength, the contributions from C to E will reinforce the received signal. 

This region is the first Fresnel zone of the trail. 

If ABA > ADA by one wavelength then the regions from B to C and E to F will add in 

anti-phase. This is the second Fresnel zone of the trail. 

In Triangle ADC, CD= L = vir+>-/4)2 - r2' 

- /r-2 + r>-/2 + >.2 /16 - r2 

- ✓r.V2 if r » ~ 

d 'nde endentlv and that the received We assume that the electron scatter freely an 1 P ~' 

. . . .b t • ns The fir t term of (v) repre ent s1gnal is the phasor sum of the ind1v1dual contn u 10 · 

h that the length L of half the first the maximum area and reference to fig Adl 5 ow 
' 

L electrons in the zone and each 
Fresnel zone is approximately ../r>fi.. As there are q 
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·ontribut to th re iv d field in proporf . . 
ion to Its rad1u the total field is proportional 

the produ t r qL and the effective c tt · 
to a enng area to the square of this product. The 

tinie independent part of equation (v) in terms of Lis 4nL2r/q2 

Initial tratl radius 

If we now assume an initial Gaussian distribution of electron density then the effective 

trail radius is finite and given by (20) as r0 = v 4Dt. This means that the effective cross 

ectional area at formation time will be reduced from the value given by (v). As this 

reduction will follow the same law as the time variant part of (v) we can substitute for 

Dt = r0
2/4 and define a third term B representing the attenuation due to the initial trail 

radius where 

2 2 2 ( ') B = exp(-8rt r0 I>.. ) ........................ v1 

This attenuation factor B and the effective echoing area A multiply the expre ion for 

Pr in equation (i). 

We now extend the analysis and consider the case where tran mitter and receiver are 

h. d'f determine that the trail mu t lie not co-sited. Reflection is specular, and t 1 con 1 ion 

. f 'th th end of the link at the fo i. tangential to a prolate spheroidal sur ace w1 e 

d t the oblique nature of the path. Two important changes now take place ue 0 

(i) The length of the fir t Fre nel zone increa e ' thu 

hence increasing the cattered --ignal. 

--ontaining n1ore ele --tr n ,1nd 

the e tren1e edge: of the tr·1 i l (. ') l 1 · fi. :>ren .. e between I 11 The maximum po, sible pat 1 t 1 

. , . the ignal w·1 el ngth and h n · 
decrea e . Thi has the am effe ·t as an in .. ret1 .. e in '-' 

. 1 · t de ·111d decrea e tncrea es the maximun1 signal an1p 1 u ' 
the rat of de 'a du t trail 

expansion, hence in .. r asing th 1' burst duration. 

Tl · · .. , e is· 
le length of th~ l◄ r sncl zone i )f thi.. '1' • • 



nd the complete tran mi ion equation become. (
2
0): 

-- .. 
\\'here K = P,G,Gr A3g2re 2sin2a 

16n
2
RtRrCRt + Rr)(l-cos2f3sin20) 

a 1 the angle between the electric vector at the trail, and R,., the line joining the centre 

of the Fresnel zone of the trail to the receiver location. The sin2a term accounts for the 

polarisation change on scattering. For horizontal polarisation and long links where 

transmitter and receiver are at different locations, sin2a is close to unity and thi factor 

is usually ignored. 

1.1.2 Trail duration 

To obtain a figure for the duration of the trail it is usual to quote the time taken for the 

received power to fall to 1/e2 (-8. 7dB) of its maximum value. Applying thi criteria to 

the time dependent part of equation (viii): 

2 2 2 c· ) duration = (~ sec 0)/(l 6n D) ................ 1 

1.2 Short wavelength case 

1.2.1 Path loss 

v been a .. ' un1ed that the tin1e t forn1 th trail ie the ror the long wavelength case it ha 

. l' . . ·e quivalent to half th fir~t Fre.:nel time for the meteoric particle to travel a t ist,in 

. . bl t ·1 ·on ' i °' t . of the .·p n1enti·1lly tin1 d H1ying part zone) i neghg1ble, and the u a e rai .. 

. • , 1 t 1 th~ °'quare of th \Va elength, a 
of equation (vii). A thi duration 1s prop )rtion~1 u 

. ,11 "re the f rn1ation time becon1e n1ore Point i reached with de ·reasing wavelength ~ 

. . .. . . Belc ~, thi. tran •ition ,va elength a new significant than th duration defined by (1 ). 
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\ 
... ~ 

set of path equations must be 
used. It must b 

e noted th t h. . . . 
di tinct, and may only be defined a t ts d1v1d1ng line is not 

generally b . . y equating the f . 
the durat10n from equation (ix). ime for trail formation to 

The time fqr trail formation is defi d . 
-~ . ne as the time taken for the meteo 

of the first Fresnel zone of the tra .1 Th' . . r to traverse half 
I • IS is give b h 

. . . . . n y alf of the zone length from 
equation (v11) d1v1ded by the meteor velocity v. 

Equating this time to the duration in e • . quation (ix) and . rearranging, a transition 
wavelength can be defined for the forward scatt er case as: 

for transverse trails ((3=900) 

Or for in line trails ((3=00) 

In this case each part of the trail begins to diffuse as soon as it forms, therefore the trail 

has a smaller radius near the head. The trail may be considered as a paraboloid of 

revolution with the particle at the head. Sugar (20) suggests an expression for the 

scattering cross section of an effective length of the trail (ie that portion adding 

significantly to the received signal) is proportional to: 

v2~ /D2 and a complete path loss equation as below 

Pr== P,G.Grfg2r/v2sec40sin2a { exp(-811:2ro2/>.2sec
2
0)} - , 

/ 

~ 

4096rt6R 2R 2D2 
t r 

-1 

1+ v2 sec0 1-cos2 2 t2 

8rtDR
1
Rrcos0/(Rt+Rr) 

J ... (x) 
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1.2.2 Trail duration 

The burst duration is defined in (20) sli htl d" 
g Y ifferently to the long wavelength case. It 

• defined as the length of a rectan ular . 1 g pulse with the same peak amplitude and 
containing yqual energy as the received pulse It 

__ . · corresponds to the time taken for the 

Pulse to fall to 1/(1 +n
2
/4) (-5.4dB) of its initial value It · · . 1s given as: 

...... ( xi) 

The duration function can be modified in equation (ix) (long wavelength case) to meet 

the same criterion by multiplying it by a factor of 0.624. This is used in the program 

. 1SDUR when comparing burst durations. Note that the actual duration measured on a 

practical system will depend on the system sensitivity. Any such system will ha ·e o 

define an amplitude or signal to noise ratio threshold above which a burst is counted as 

valid. The duration measured would normally be the time that the signal remains above 

that threshold. The consequence of this is that signals with different peak amplitudes~ 

but with the same duration as defined in the theory above, could appear to have 

different durations when measured in such a system. In the applications described in 

this report the ratio of durations of signals from two similar system 1s the ·mportant 

parameter, and hence the absolute durations are of less importance. 
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Appendix (e) 

Calculation of duty 1 eye e for meteor burst links 

Duty cycle is defined as the percentage f f 0 ime that the received signal is above a given 

threshold. In this appendix an expression for the long term duty cycle of a meteor burst 

link is evaluated based on the following assumptions: 

I. isotropic distribution of meteor radiants. 

II. underdense burs ts 

ill. a flat earth 

(I) and (II) can be justified by the fact that only the long term effects are being 

considered. Other radiant distributions affect the diurnal variations of duty cycle. Ref 

(34) shows that assumption (III) has little effect on the result. 

To calculate the duty cycle, information is required about the probability of detection of 

suitable trails, their mean duration, and the relationship between received power and 

the ionisation density of the trails. The last two relationships were derived in appendix 

(d). 

1. Probability density of detection of suitable trails. 

This derivation follows the technique outlined by Eshleman and Manning ( 4),and 

extended by Nes (22). Using the following simplifying assumptions: 

I. the trail only produces an echo if at least half of its first Fresnel zone is 

ionised. 

II. all trails have the same length L 
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m. the plane containing them "d · 1 
points of these trails (the h plane) occurs at the 

ame height h. 

'fhe probability density of detection P is defined as the fraction of those trails that pass 

thr ugh a differential area of the h plane, that are in the correct orientation to produce a 

r fl tion i tangential to an ellipsoid with the two path ends at the foci. 

The trail must lie in the "m plane" perpendicular to the bisector OP of the scattering 

angle. By definition, the centre of the principal Fresnel zone at the scattering point is 

where the distance R:+Rr' is a minimum. We may find the maximum value of deviation 

from this m plane condition (o) which still allows half the Fresnel zone to be ionised .. 

by finding the minimum value of equation (i) and substituting the condition z = +-{L/2) 

giving the approximate expression (ii). . 
Fig Ael Path geometry for reflection 

m plane perpendicular to OP 
3 \ 

' 
\ 

---

T p 
2D 

2 /R l/R )(1- in-0cos2
~) R '+R '- R +R +2zcos0sioI+z /2(1 t+ r t r - t r 

. . · · · d with z= ± U2 and The above expression 1s m1n1m1se 
L << Rt and Rr 

if 6 < URr+Rc)(l-sin20cos2~) .. ·· · ··· ····· .. (ii) 
4RtRrcos0 
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J\11 trails passing through a differential area of the h plane at O must be perpendicular 

10 
a unit hemisphere on 

th
e h plane centred at 0. The intersection of them plane (and 

its allowable deviation (l'>)J with this hemisphere gives a narrow hemispherical band 
gh which all correctly oriented trails must pass thfOU . 

The total number of meteors passing through this band divided by the total number 

passing through the whole hemisphere gives the probability density of detection p. As 

the flux density of meteors varies as the cosine of the zenith angle ('t ) of the radiant 

(assuming an isotropic distribution of radiants), p can be evaluated from : 

p= 

(cos 't)dA 

band 

(cos 't)dA 

hemisphere 

This involved integration reduces to 

where e = (R1+Rr)/2D and 

.. (iv) 
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l.1 probability-duration factor p" 

Consideration of the probability dens·t 1 Y of detection · . 
2 associated with standard echo 

units (p'' = p'sec 0) as described in section 6 produ . 
ces a simpler expression: 

p'' = 2L [(e2-l)(e2-n2)-e2h2/D2]0.s 

nD (e2-n2)(e2-1)2 

... (v) 

Amplitude Ps of the standard echo is the k l . 
pea va ue obtained by combining equations 

(i) and (ii) of appendix ( d) ie 

and the duration 

ts = A2 •••••••.•.•... ( vii) 

l61t2D 

The rate of detection of these standard echoes may be evaluated by multiplying this 

"probability duration factor" p" by the rate of occurrence of trails per unit horizontal 

area of the sky and integrating the result over the area of the h plane illuminated by the 

system antennas. Multiplying this result by the duration of the standard echo gives the 

link duty cycle. 

2. Rate of occurrence of trails 

The rate of occurrence per unit horizontal area of the h plane of trails with electron 

densities exceeding some value q is given by Nes (22) as Cof q 

Where C0 = 160 m-3 8-1 the yearly average meteor intensity. 
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Hence the standard echo rate is 

N = ff (Co/q)p"dA .. ... .. (viii) 

h plane 

3. Duty cycle 

The duty cycle is therefore N0 = N~ ........... (ix) 

Rea~anging (vi) for q, ( the thre~ho~d trai_l line_ ~e_nsi~y to .give a received signal above the 
receiver threshold PL), and substituting with (v11) 1n (1x) gives an expression for the yearly 
average duty cycle. 

N0 = [Pi(¥4nr' >31Pd0
.5 ~re Cots F ,p" dA .. (x) 

h plane 

3.1 Method of solution for the integral in equation (x) 

Equation (x) involves averaging the product .../GtGr p",over the relevant area of the h 

plane. 

The first step in such a solution is to obtain expressions for the three quantities in terms 

of the h plane x and y co-ordinates as defined in Fig 6.5. 

Equations (iv) and (v) already define p" fully, but we must perform co-ordinate 

conversions upon the gain functions of the antennas as defined in appendix (b) 

equations (ii) and (iii). 

The integral was solved numerically, by dividing a 2000km by 1000km region of the h 

plane into grid points spaced by ZOkm, evaluating the product at each point, and 

averaging. 
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The final program to calculate the dut . 
Y cycle 1s sh 

own at the end of this section. 

Its basis is as follows: 

For each of 5000 points over the h plane 

Evaluate the product SQRT(Gt*G )* ,, 
r P at each point 

Add to a running total 

Divide this running total by 5000 

Multiply this average value by area bounded 

by maximum x and y values 

The yearly average duty cycle is then calculated by multiplying the result of the above 

by the constants of equation (x). 

To include the variation over the year, the model used by Nes was used. 

duty(date) = (average duty)*[ l-0.3*cos(2Jt*(date)/365)] 

Where date is the day number corresponding to the actual date. 

The area of the h plane was finally chosen as y + - 500 Km and x + - 1000 Km to 

cover out beyond the p" = 0.1 contour of Fig 6.5. 

Ranges beyond these values were tried but this had no significant effect upon the 

calculated duty cycle, as the antennas illuminated these areas with very low values of 

gain function, and the probability - duration factor was very low. 

Also a finer grid of points was tried, but again, the effect on the calculated duty cycle 

was insignificant. 
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P ogram for calculation of duty cycle for paths . h . 
r in t e region of 1000km. 
rogram Oaydutyl l; 

lwroclaw-Barton path, mean duty cycle per day , 
{version 1.3 5/9/89 modifications to az/el calcul~t:;}1ntegral} 
{(c) Jc Worsnop 1989} 
{$N+} 
canst 

L=19; {trail length (25 scaled by root lambda)} 
D=587; {half path length} 
lambda=4.2451; {system wavelength} 
eirp=120e3; 

var 
intgrand,answerl,answer2,h,b : real; 
duty,t0,x,y,betat,Gt,alphar,betar : real; 
Gr,e,Rt,Rr,n,p,pl,p2,num,den,diff : real· 

' count,hour,day,month,daynum,lyear,year,xl,yl 
ant : char; 

: integer; 

function power(a,b :real) : real; { calculates z=a"b} 
begin 

end· 
' 

power: =exp(b * In( a)); 

function atan( a,b:real):real; {gets correct quadrant for angle in ARCTA.i'T} 
begin 

end· 
' 

if b=0.0 then if a > 0.0 then atan:=pi/2 
else atan:=-pi/2; 

if a=0.0 then if b > 0.0 then atan:=0.0 
else atan:=pi; 

if(b<>0.0) and ( a<>0.0) then 
begin 

end; 

if b>0.0 then if a>0.0 then 
atan:=arctan( abs( a/b )) 
else atan:=-arctan(abs(a/b)) 
else if a>0.0 then 
atan:=pi-arctan(abs(a/b)) 
else atan:=-pi+arctan(abs(a/b)); 

procedure trail_ height; 
begin 

h:= 124-17*(ln(300/lambda )~n(l ~)); 

end; 

procedure daynum ber; 

{ trail height} 
b:=(0.067*h)-5.6; 
diff:=power(l0,b); · tant} { diffusion cons 

begin ) h 1 ear·-62 If year/4=trunc(year/4 t en y .-
else lyear:=63; 
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end· , 

procedure TXantgai?-; 
begin 

end; 

case month of 
3,4,5,6, 7,8,9,10, 11,12: 
daynum:=day+trunc(30 6*( 

· month+ 1 ))-lyear; 

e~~ rnum :=day +trunc(l year• (month-I )/2); 1,2: 

{transmitter antenna gain function} 

if x=D then x:=x-0.01 . 
if x=(-D) then x:=x-0.01 · 
~etat:=atan(h,Sqrt(sqr(x;D)+sqr(y)))· 
tf x<-D then betat:=pi-betat; ' 
Gt:=exp(-25•sqr(betat)); 

procedure endRXan~gain; {RX ant gain function end} 
begin 

alphar:=atan(y ,(D-x)); 
~etar :=atan(h,Sqrt(sqr(D-x)+sqr(y))); 
1f x>D then betar:= pi-betar; 
Gr:=13.S*EXP(-(sqr(alphar)/3.5 
+(sqr(betar-(pi/2)))/4)*13.5); 
IF betar<Pl/6 

THEN Gr:=0.427;{End point back lobe} 
if betar>(5 *pi/6) 
Then Gr:=0.427; 
if betar<0.0524 then Gr:=0; 

end; 

procedure midRXantgain; {RX ant gain function mid} 
begin 

al phar: = a tan(y, (D-x) ); 
be tar : =atan(h, Sqrt( sq r(D .. x )+sqr(y)) ); 
if x>D then betar:= pi-betar; 
Gr:=13.5*EXP( a(sqr(alphar)/3.5 

+(sqr(betar))/4)* 13.5); 
IF be tar> PI/3 

THEN Gr:=0.427;{mid point back lobe} 
if betar<0.0524 then Gr:=0; 

end; . } 
procedure pdf; probability duration factor calculation 

begin 
Rt:=sqrt(sqr(x+D)+sqr(y)+ qr(h)); 
Rr:=sqrt(sqr(x-D)+sqr(y)+sqr(h)); 
e :=(Rt+Rr)/(2*D); 
n :~(Rt-Rr)/(2*D); 
p 1 :=(2*L)/(pi*D); . 
den:=(sqr( e )-sqr(n))*sqr(sqr( e )-1 ), 
num.=(sqr(e)-1)*( qr(e)-:qr(n)) 

-(sqr(e)*sqr(h))/(D D); 
if num< O then num:==0; 
p2:==sqrt(num)/den; 
p :=pl *p2; 
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end· 
' 

procedure integrand; 
begin 

begin 

end. 

end; intgrand: =intgrand +p*sqrt(Gt*Gr); 

writeln('mid point or end point (m/e )')· 
w~ teln(; enter year ');readln (year); ,read In( ant); 
w~teln(, enter month (l • 12)');readln (month)· 
w~teln( enter day (1·31)');readln(day)· ' 
tratl _ height; ' 
!O= =sqr(lam bda )/( difP 16 *sqr(pi) ); 
1ntgrand: =0; 
count:=0; 
writeln('Calculating Duty Cycle Pleas 
xl :=-990; · · · · · · · · · e wait'); 

repeat 
yl:=-490; 

repeat 
x:=xl · 

' y:=yl; 
count :=count+ 1; 
TXantgain; 
case ant of 
'E' ' ' dRX . , e : en antga1n; 
'M' ' ' .dRX . , m :m1 antga1n; 
end· , 
pdf; 
integrand; 
yl:=y1+20; 

until yl=Sl0; 
x1:=x1+20; 

until x1=1010; 
answer!: =(intgrand/count ); 
answer2:=answerl *2000e3*1000e3; 
duty:=answer2*t0*(sqrt(eirp*power((lambda 
/(4*pi*D*le3)),3)/le-14))*sqrt(2*pi)*160*2.8178e•15; 

daynumber; 
writeln('yearly average duty cycle is' ,duty* 100,' % '); 
duty:=duty*(l-0.3 *cos(2*pi*daynum/( 428-lyear))); 
writeln(' duty cycle expected on ',day,'/' ,month,'/' 

,year, is' ,duty*l00,' %'); 
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